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Fathan Huda, (2020): Teachers’ Barriers of Using Information and 
Communication technology (ICT) in teaching 
English: A Case Study of English Teachers at 
Islamic Boarding School of Mu’allimin 
Muhammadiyah Bangkinang 
 This study investigated the barriers faced by English teachers in using 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in teaching English at Islamic 
boarding school of Mu’allimin Muhammadiyah Bangkinang. The objectives of 
this study were to explain the barriers faced by teachers and to explore the causes 
of the barriers in using ICT. This study was qualitative study incorporating a case-
study approach. Purposeful sampling technique was used to select the participants 
of this study. These participants were 2 English teachers, the Headmaster and the 
Biology teacher at Islamic boarding school of Mu’allimin Muhammadiyah 
Bangkinang. The instruments used to collect data were a questionnaire and 
interviews. The data were analyzed and interpreted through qualitative 
procedures. The results showed that English teachers faced some barriers when 
integrating information and communication technology (ICT) in teaching English. 
Those barriers were lack of confidence, lack of competence, lack of time, lack of 
effective training and lack of accessibility. Moreover, these barriers occurred 
because of some factors that were related to each other. Through this study, the 
teachers are expected to further deepen their knowledge of ICT so as to improve 
their skills in teaching English using ICT. 



















Fathan Huda, (2020): Rintangan yang dihadapi Guru dalam menggunakan 
Teknologi Informasi dan Komunikasi (TIK) dalam 
mengajar Bahasa Inggris: Studi kasus terhadap Guu 
Bahasa Inggris di Pondok Muallimin Muhammadiyah 
Bangkinang    
Penelitian ini membahas tentang rintangan-rintangan yang dihadapi guru 
bahasa Inggris dalam menggunakan teknologi informasi dan komunikasi (TIK) 
dalam mengajar bahasa Bahasa Inggris di pondok Pesantren Mu’allimin 
Muhammadiyah Bangkinang.Penelitian ini berjutuan untuk mengetahui rintangan 
apa saja yang dihadapi guru dan apa penyebab adanya rintangan-ringtangan 
tersebut dalam menggunakan TIK.Penelitian ini merupakan penelitian kualitatif 
dengan pendekatan studi kasus.Subjek dari penelitian ini 2 orang guru bahasa 
Inggris, kepala sekolah, dan guru biologi.Angket dan interview digunakan sebagai 
instrumen pengumpulan data. Kemudian data dianalisa secara kualitatif. 
Berdasarkan hasil data,penulis menemukan kurangnya percaya diri guru, 
kurangya kompetensi guru, kurangnya waktu, kurangnya peltihan bagi guru dan 
kurangnya fasilitas merupakan rintangan-rintangan yang dihadapi guru dalam 
menggunakan TIK dalam mengajar bahasa Inggris. Penyebab dari rintangan 
tersebut bermacam-macam dan penyebabnya itu saling berhubungan satu sama 
lain.Berdasarkan studi ini, guru diharapkan untuk dapat meningkatkan 
kemampuannya dalam menggunakan teknologi informasi dan komunikasi (TIK) 
dalam mengajar bahasa Inggris setelah mengetahui penyebab dari rintangan-
rintangan tersebut. 
Kata kunci: Rintangan, teknologi informasi dan komunikasi (TIK), mengajar 
Bahasa Inggris 
 














 ّملخ صّصملخّ 
(ّ ّهدى، ّتكنولوجيا٠٢٠٢ّفطان ّاستخدام ّعند ّاملدرس ّيواجهها ّحواجز :)
ّدراسةّ ّاإلجنليزية: ّاللغة املعلوماتّواالتصاالتّيفّتعليم
ّحممديةّ ّمعلمني ّمبعهد ّاإلجنليزية ّاللغة ّملدرس احلالة
ّبنجكينانج
ياوازهها املدرس عند استخدام تكناولاوزيا اليت اواز  البحث يتحدث عن احلهذا  
املعلاومات واالتصاالت يف تعليم اللغة اإلجنلي ية: دراسة احلالة ملدرس اللغة اإلجنلي ية 
فيهدف إىل معرفة تلك احلاواز  ومعرفة أسباب تؤدي حممدية بنجكينانج.  معلمنيمبعهد 
إليها. وهذا البحث حبث كيفي مبدخل دراسة احلالة. وأفراده مدرسا اللغة اإلجنلي ية 
ومدير املدرسة ومدرس مادة األحياء. وأما االستبيان واملقابلة فاستفاد منهما الباحث 
اء على نتيجة حتليل البياانت جلمع البياانت. والبياانت مت حتليلها بتحليل كيفي. وبن
عند استخدام تكناولاوزيا املعلاومات واالتصاالت عرف أبن احلاواز  اليت ياوازهها املدرس 
منها قلة االعتماد على النفس وضعف الكفاءة وقلة الاوقت وقلة  يف تعليم اللغة اإلجنلي ية
تلفة تتعلق التدريبات اليت شاركها املدرس وقلة التسهيالت. وأما األسباب فأماور خم
بعضها ببعض. وبناء على ما وزده الباحث يف هذا البحث، يرزى من املدرس أن يرقي 
قدرته على استخدام تكناولاوزيا املعلاومات واالتصاالت يف تعليم اللغة اإلجنلي ية بعد 
 معرفة أسباب تؤدي إىل تلك احلاواز .
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 This study is intended to investigate barriers faced by English teachers in using 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) at an Islamic boarding school 
in Bangkinang. It aims to provide information about barriers when using ICT 
during teaching practice. The first section of this chapter discusses the use of 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in the field of English 
Language Teaching (ELT), particularly in the teaching of EFL (English as 
Foreign Language). The next parts turn to research questions followed by 
objectives of the research, significance of the study, scope of the research, 
definition of terminologies, and organization of the thesis. 
 
1.1 Background of the Problem 
 Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has been widely used in 
many realms. Technology has been an important part of education since its 
introduction. The role of technology in society shows the necessity for their use in 
the classroom.  In the field of education, teachers are required to be able to 
integrate ICT in teaching and learning activities, either in the classrooms or out of 
the class due to its usefulness for creating new education environment, developing 
teaching method, and improving education quality.  
 In this digital era, ICT use in the classroom is important for giving students 
opportunities to learn and apply the required 21st century skills. Information and 





that provides educational opportunities in both formal and non-formal ways. In 
the teaching-learning process, ICTs can increase the learner’s motivation and 
engagement in classroom learning. It equips learners with digital age literacy, 
inventive thinking, higher-order thinking and sound reasoning, effective 
communication, and high productivity (Tinio, 2002). 
 The present era assigns new barriers and duties to the modern teacher. The 
style of English language instruction has drastically changed with the remarkable 
entry of the innovative technologies. Technology delivers many opportunities as it 
makes teachers to be thought-provoking and more creative in terms of 
constructive changes. Technology is one of the most important drivers of both 
communal and language change. This is twenty-first century after all, and English 
teachers would be thoughtless if they did not take benefit of the modern and 
maximum technological methods of reading, expression, and communication. 
 In English language teaching, particularly in EFL and ESL context, it has been 
noted that the implementation of ICT in the teaching and learning process has 
been increasingly growing (Suherdi, 2012 & Romero, 2008). It is in line with 
Kandasami and Shah (2013) that research findings over the past 20 years show 
some evidences of the positive effect of ICT in students learning. In other words, 
it is probably safe to say that the benefits of the implementation of ICT, especially 
in ESL/EFL context are undeniable. 
 Without a doubt, ICT is a valuable and an innovative teaching tool enhancing 
EFL learning. The rapid growth of ICT has naturally influenced many aspects of 
language teaching process. Using technology has positive effects on teaching and 





facilitate foreign language learning. Computer, internet, smart boards, cell phones, 
video games, music players, etc are used in the target language learning process to 
raise students’ motivation and language awareness (Altun, 2015). The use of ICT 
will lead to variety in English learning content, contexts and pedagogical methods 
in teaching environment. ICT makes English language environment interactive, 
flexible and innovative (Qin & Shuo, 2011). The application of computer 
technologies in language instruction provides a student-centered learning 
environment. It enables course administrators and teachers to vary lesson 
presentation styles to motivate students of varying interests, provides learning 
opportunities outside the classroom, and is perceived to cater more for individual 
differences. Integrating technology into language instruction reduces teacher-
centered understanding and students’ language learning anxiety. It encourages 
them to be risk takers to practice target language as they are digital natives (Al-
Mahrooqi & Troudi, 2014). 
  The existence of ICT can transform the learning atmosphere to be more 
interesting and meaningful. Instead of explaining the lesson, teachers as 
facilitators can deploy some ICT devices or products in the process of presenting 
and delivering information to the students, such as; using video and inviting 
students to perform a dialogue based on examples in the video. So, the 
deployment of the video provides new learning experience for students. Teachers 
can also have multimedia environment in their classrooms. In addition, the 
process of learning is not merely in the classrooms, but it can be conducted out of 
the classes in virtual learning setting. This can positively affect the students’ 





integrating ICT in language teaching and learning would be very useful in the 
context of ELT in Indonesia, leading to better ELT outcomes, as ICT opens 
access for both teachers and students to a wider range of resources, authentic 
materials, and more interactive learning environments. 
 The integration of ICT in teaching and learning is not a method; rather it is a 
medium in which a variety of methods, approaches and pedagogical philosophies 
may be implemented (Garret, 1991). This statement shows that the effectiveness 
of ICT depends on how and why it is applied and integrated. A number of 
different ICT tools and applications may be integrated in teaching and learning 
(Melor Md Yunus, Lubis & Lin, 2009). Some of these tools and applications may 
be designed specifically for educational purposes and some others for more 
general use. Moreove, in English language teaching, particularly in EFL and ESL 
context, it has been noted that the implementation of ICT in teaching and learning 
process has been increasingly growing (Suherdi, 2012 & Romero, 2008). The 
development of ICT gradually replaces the traditional teaching pedagogy. Face-
to-face classroom interaction is getting replaced by online communication, 
traditional whiteboard or blackboard is getting replaced by interactive whiteboard, 
and books or printed resources are getting replaced by online resources. 
Nevertheless, it is still rare for schools in Indonesia to use ICT particularly in 
English language teaching (UNESCO Bangkok, 2008; Suherdi, 2012). In fact, 
according to the 2013curriculum, ICT is an essential component that should be 
integrated in each subject including English, particularly in secondary education. 





students’ learning in every subject because it can engage the thinking, decision 
making, problem solving, and reasoning behaviors of students (Grab, 2001).  
In 2018, the Ministry of Education revised the 2013 curriculum that also 
required the teachers to integrate Information and Communication Technology 
(ICT) in teaching and learning process. Due to the demand of incorporating ICT 
for each subject in educational curriculum, it can be assumed that it is crucial for 
teachers to use ICT in teaching and learning process in order to help students 
develop better command of English. To do this, English teachers should be able to 
utilize ICT and be accustomed to searching and managing ICT-based resources. 
According to Atkins and Vasu (2000) in Park and Son (2009), teachers’ 
perceptions have a crucial influence on the use of ICT in English Language 
Teaching (ELT). As pointed out by Dexter, Anderson, and Becker (1999) in Kizil 
(2011), teachers’ perceptions of the advantages of utilizing ICT for language 
teaching influence teachers’ decisions regarding the use of ICT. Similarly, Kim 
(2002) cited in Park and Son (2009) states that important factors influencing 
successful integration of ICT into English language teaching are associated with 
teachers’ attitudes and perceptions. In relation to this, some teachers may be 
happy and confident to employ ICT in ELT, and others may be reluctant, and 
some may even refuse to learn it (Suherdi, 2012). In addition, teachers’ perceptions 
of ICT in education are not only influenced by the discourse of official documents 
and guidelines, but also by their own experiences of using ICT (Loveless 2003, 
p.315). 
However, Eugine (2006) as cited in Dashtestani (2012) affirms that there is a 





of technology in their classes. In other words, it is assumed that a positive attitude 
toward ICT does not guarantee that teachers can utilize ICT in the classroom 
(Egbert, Paulus, & Nakamichi, 2002) cited in Mollaei and Riasati (2013). It is 
probably due to some factors that may prevent teachers in implementing ICT. 
ICT has been studied by many scholars from different countries in different 
aspects with different methodologies such as those from Sue Webb (2006) on ICT 
reducing social exclusion, Zare-Ee (2010, 2011) on ICT in teaching and research, 
Mellar and Kambouri (2005) on observing ICT use in Adult Literacy and 
Numeracy, Celik, Arkin and Sabriler (2012) on ICT for Self-Regulated Learning, 
Kristina (2010) on online with Language Courses, Jaffer, Ng’ambi & Czerniewicz 
(2007) on ICT in teaching and learning strategy, Mullamaa (2010) on ICT in 
language learning, Lu, Hou & Huang (2010) on ICT in audio-video speaking 
class, and Hu and Webb (2009) on integrating ICT to higher education. 
Similarly, in Indonesian context, a numerous studies have been conducted 
related to barriers faced by teachers on the use of ICT (e.g. Rena Juliana and 
Asnawi Muslem). Different from these studies which focused on senior and 
vocational high school teachers, this study is intended to focus on Islamic 
Boarding School (known as Pesantren in Indonesia), especially with regard to the 
use of ICT by junior high school teachers. This study explored junior high school 
teachers’ barriers in the use of ICT in English language teaching and learning 
process in the context of an Islamic boarding school. 
ICT plays various roles in learning and teaching processes. According to 
Bransford et al. in Habibu et al. (2012), several studies have reviewed literature 





students’ achievement and teacher learning. Wong et al. (2006) point out that 
technology can play a part in supporting face-to-face teaching and learning in the 
classroom. It can help teachers enhance their pedagogical practice and equip them 
with the knowledge and skills to use different computer technologies to access, 
analyze, interpret process and disseminate information to learners. It can also help 
the educational institutions to provide ICT capacity (resources) to ensure that all 
teachers and students have immediate access to all software that are required to 
support the curriculum and adequate support to implement its use in classroom 
teaching-learning process without any difficulties. Furthermore, it can also help to 
enhance the quality of education by increasing learners’ motivation and 
engagement, facilitating the acquisition of basic skills and enhancing teacher 
training and promote the shift to a learner-centered environment. 
There are many difficulties to overcome before technology can be integrated 
effectively into the curriculum. Sometimes the process of integration is time-
consuming and, at times, frustrating. To integrate technology into the curriculum, 
teachers need to learn a new field of study. Software companies are not very 
supportive of higher level learning with their programs, and the internet is a very 
slippery ground on which to base lessons because of its unreliability and the 
freedom of access it provides to unnecessary sites. If we can use technologies in 
the English classroom effectively, success is possible, and the results can be 








1.2 Statement of the Problem 
The uses of various ICT tools have contributed for teachers to manage or 
develop their strategies and approaches in language teaching and learning 
innovatively. Belardi (2013) stated that studying effectively and with the right 
type of technology is one of the best ways to ensure that students succeed in class. 
One of the concerns within the framework of the 2013 Curriculum in Indonesia is 
the integration of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) as the 
learning concept in English language teaching and learning in which it aims at 
promoting students’ learning autonomy and communicative development (Husen, 
2018). 
However, integrating ICT into teaching and learning is a complex process and 
one that may encounter a number of difficulties. According to Ghaviferk et. al,  
these difficulties are known as “barriers”. Teachers practically still face some 
barriers that prevent them to employ information and communications technology 
(ICT) in the classroom or develop supporting materials through ICT. Based on the 
2013 Curriculum, ICT-based English teaching was required by every teacher, and 
it could be applied thoroughly when every school had been facilitated with ICT in 
every class (Permendikbud no 37 tahun 2018 tentang perubahan atas 
permendikbud nomor 58 tahun 2014 tentang kurikulum 2013 sekolah menengah 
pertama/madrasah tsanawiyah). Basically, all English teachers and teachers of 
other subjects should be able to apply the ICT-based teaching. This was because 
based on the 2013 Curriculum which had been applied since July 2013 in the 
secondary schools all teachers should be able to use ICT in teaching. Teachers 





teaching. This fact shows that the ICT illiterate teachers are not motivated to 
renew their knowledge (Suryani, 2013). 
Islamic boarding school of Mu’allimin Muhammadiyah Bangkinang is one of 
Islamic boarding schools in Kampar District. This school has applied the 2013 
curriculum since 2013 when the policy of the new curriculum was set by Ministry 
of National Education, which required teachers to use Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) in teaching and learning process. The head 
master of this school also has asked teachers to use ICT in teaching and learning 
process. Besides, this school has been facilitated with ICT equipments such as 
computers, Laptops, projectors etc. It was expected that the use of Information 
and Communication Technoloy (ICT)  by English teachers were already 
comprehensive. However, teachers rarely use ICT in teaching learning process. 
There is lack of an integrated ICT pedagogy within school curriculum, where 
teachers refuse to integrate ICT tools in their teaching and learning even though 
the head master has asked them to integrate ICT tools in teaching process because 
several ICT tools have been provided for them.   
In addition, Ronny (2011, p.5) claimed that most of senior teachers are still 
unfamiliar with ICT. They still used conventional method (teacher-centred) in 
teaching learning process. They rarely integrate ICT in teaching and learning 
process. In fact, innovative use of ICT can facilitate student-centered learning 
(Drent as cited in Habibu et al., 2012). Hence, every classroom teacher should use 
learning technologies to enhance their student learning in every subject because it 
can engage the thinking, decision making, problem solving and reasoning 





Moreover, integrating ICT in teaching practices seems to be challenging for 
the teachers. Three points are addressed as rationales to effectively integrate the 
ICT in teaching and learning process; 
Firstly, most of the students nowadays were born in digital era. They have 
been familiar with technology since they were children. Hence, teachers are not 
only required to have good competence on their subjects of teaching, but also 
being skillful in integrating the ICT to enhance the students’ knowledge and 
competences. The teachers’ failures in utilizing ICT will influence the quality of 
teaching and learning process. 
Secondly, ICT presents more positive values among teachers and students. Its 
existence influences educational environment, teaching methods, and education 
quality. In this case, more interesting and challenging classroom activities can be 
created, meaningful methods can be implemented, and high level of education 
quality can be realized. 
The last but not least, teachers are also required to cover some problems in 
the implementation of ICT in teaching. Although some problems unavoidably 
appear in the process of teaching and learning, teachers need to anticipate some 
other ways that can be considered as solution to be successfull in integrating ICT.  
Balanskat, Blamire, and Kefala (2006) argue that although educators 
appear to acknowledge the value of ICT in institutions, difficulties continue to 
exist during the processes of adopting these technologies. This study therefore 
aimed to determine the reasons teachers do not use or integrate ICT in their 





learning can help teachers to overcome the obstacles to integrate ICT in 
everyday lessons. 
Teachers play an important role in this teaching-learning paradigm shift. They 
must understand the potential role of technology in education. Then, they can 
become effective agents to be able to make use of technology in the classroom. 
Due to ICT’s importance in society and possibly for education, knowing the 
possible problems on the use of ICT in educational institutions would be an 
important step in improving the quality of teaching and learning in the education 
system. 
Thus, the phenomena above indicates that it is important to conduct a 
research entitled “Teachers’ Barriers of Using Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) in teaching English: A Case Study of 
English Teachers at Islamic Boarding School Mu’allimin Muhammadiyah 
Bangkinang”. 
 
1.3 Limitation of the Study 
There are many problems that can be investigated through qualitative 
research, and those problems are needed to be limited in order to focus and find 
the intended goals of its investigations. It is imposible to carry out research 
covering all problems in term of sample size, time limitation, and energy. 
Therefore, this study limits its investigation about ICT tools in the field of 
educationa. ICT tools refer to the common technology‐based tools that are used 
in schools such as computer, laptop, LCD, digital photocopy machine, digital 





projector. The concern is within the context of using ICT in teaching English as 
foreign language. 
 
1.4 Purpose of the study 
 Generally, the purpose of this study is to investigate barriers faced by English 
teachers on the use of ICT in the classroom at Islamic Boarding School of 
Mu’alimin Muhammadiyah Bangkinang in Kampar regency. 
More specifically, the objectives of this study are as follow: 
1. To explain the barriers faced by teachers on the use ICT (information and 
communication technology) in English class. 
2. To explore the causes of barriers in using Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) in English class. 
 
1.5 Research Questions  
The problem investigated in this study was formulated into the following 
questions: 
1. What are the barriers faced by teachers at Islamic Boarding School of 
Mu’alimin Muhammadiyah Bangkinang on the use ICT (Information 
and Communication Technology) in English class? 
2. What are the causes of the barriers faced by teachers at Islamic Boarding 
School of Mu’alimin Muhammadiyah Bangkinang on the use ICT 







1.6 Significance of the Study 
The result of this research is expected to give contribution to those who 
are concerned in English language teaching learning. This study is significant in 
the following ways: 
1. Theoretically, the result of this research is expected to help readers to 
enhance their understanding about barriers faced by teachers on the use 
of ICT in teaching and learning process.  
2. Practically, the result of this research is expected to give some 
contributions to those who are concerned in language teaching and 
learning, especially English. These contributions are: 
a. For teachers 
 For English teachers, it is hoped that teachers’ desicion on the use 
of ICT may contribute to the succces of implementation of ICT in 
English class after knowing some barriers on it. Thus, they can use 
ICT in the teaching and learning process effectively to improve the 
quality of education. And also, it is expected to generate information 
on the teachers’ problems of integrating ICT tools in the teaching and 
learning process. With changes in modern technologies, learners need 
to be equipped with updated knowledge that will help them adapt to 
the changing world. Such knowledge leads to better communication 
and increased 21st century skills as a result of e‐Commerce and self‐







b. For schools 
 It is hope that the findings of the study will inform school 
principles and other interested parties on the hindrances to the use of 
ICT to facilitate teaching. The information will enable schools to 
identify mechanisms that will ensure successful use of ICT to 
facilitate teaching in public secondary schools. 
c. For future researchers 
 This research can be conducted by students, teachers, lecturers, or 
other researchers to investigate students’ perceptions toward the use 
of ICT or other forms of IT in English language teaching. 
 
1.7 Definition of key terms 
To avoid misunderstanding and misinterpretation, it is important to provide 
definitions of key terms used in this study: 
1. Barrier 
A barrier is defined as “any condition that makes it difficult to make progress 
or to achieve an objective” (WordNet, 1997, as cited in Schoepp, 2005, p. 2). 
According to oxford dictionary, the definition of barrier is a fence or obstacle that 
prevents movement or access. 
2. ICT (Information and Communication Technology) 
 The Qualification and Curriculum Authority in the United Kingdom (UK) (cited 
in Kennewell, et al 2001:1) defines ICT as “the range of tools and techniques relating 
to computer-based hardware and software; to communications including both 





to associated technologies such as robots, video conferencing and digital TV.” This 
means ICT is an extension of Information Technology (IT) that includes hardware, 
software and Internet connectivity. 
3. Islamic Boarding School (Pesantren) 
 Islamic boarding schools (known as Pesantren in Indonesian language) are 
generally recognized as an educational institution privately administered and 
managed by the centralistic sort of religious figure, known as Kyai (Islamic cleric) 






This chapter is a review of the theories and research on the use of Information 
and Communication Technology (ICT) in the field of education. The first section 
discusses the concept of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) 
followed by discussion about ICT in education and ICT in English language 
teaching. The second theme presents the concept of barriers on the use of ICT in 
teaching and learning process. Finally, it presents review of previous studies on 
the use of ICT in the field of education. The chapter ends with discussion of the 
conceptual framework which became the basis for conducting fieldwork for this 
study.    
 
2.1 ICT (Information and Communication Technology) 
ICT stands for "Information and Communication Technologies." It refers to 
technologies that provide access to information through telecommunications. It is 
similar to Information Technology (IT), but focuses primarily on communication 
technologies. This includes the Internet, wireless networks, cell phones, and other 
communication mediums. 
The use of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has become a 
motivational instrument in advancing education across the globe. ICT can be 
understood in different ways as it is being explained in different categories of life. 





explained in the field of nursing or engineering. Thus, this section presents the 
holistic definitions of ICT within the educational arena. 
 Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has developed very 
rapidly in recent years. Wang and Woo (2007, p. 149) have stated that ICT are 
basically tools, they can be hardware such as computers, projectors, digital 
cameras, etc. and they can also be software such as Microsoft Word, Power 
Point, etc. Rank, Warren and Millum (2011, p. 1) have found evidence that ICT 
is commonly used in English language teaching and “as most English teachers 
would acknowledge there is still much more to do to make effective and 
enjoyable use of the (latest) technology”. 
According to UNESCO “ICT is a scientific, technological and engineering 
discipline  and management technique used in handling information, its 
application and association with social, economic and cultural matters”. Teacher 
is the main part of the educational field in our society. Skilled teachers can make 
the creative students in form of the good social worker, politician, poet, 
philosopher etc. for the society. Teachers can play a friendly role with the 
learner. The rapid development in technology has made creatively changes in the 
way people live, as well as the demands of the society. Recognizing the impact 
of new technologies on the workplace and everyday life, today’s teacher 
education institutions try to restructure their education programs and classroom 
facilities, in order to minimize the teaching and learning technology gap between 






ICT develops, implements, and supports the technology-based services that 
support the core functions of any business. UNESCO Bangkok (2012) illustrates 
the components of ICT as follows: 
 
 
Figure 2.1: components of ICT 
 
 
(UNESCO Bangkok, 2012) 
Simply put, in this study, ICT tools refer to the common technology‐based 
tools that are used by schools. It can be computer, laptop, LCD, digital 
photocopy machine, digital Audio and Video devices, digital camera, scanner, 







2.2 ICT in Education 
From the perspective of Pelgrum and Law (2003), ICT in education can be 
explained from three different perspectives based on the curriculum. Firstly, learning 
about ICT, where they describe ICT as a subject of learning in the school such as 
ICT literacy or computer, information literacy and or computer science. Secondly, 
learning with ICT, which the researchers refers to as the use of ICT such as 
multimedia, websites or the internet as a standard to enhance learning 
instructions or as a replacement for other media without changing the views 
about the tactics and methods of teaching and learning. Thirdly, learning through 
ICT, which explains the integrations of ICT as an essential tool for teaching and 
learning to an extent that learning is almost impossible without them. 
Wekke and Hamid (2013, p. 588) have stated that ICT can be accepted as a 
paramount part of the (new) education system that is turning into an ever 
increasing and more challenging system with new barriers in education, 
especially at the school level due to expansion of education and development of 
universal world standard education concepts plus information sharing and 
communication which are being discussed and addressed worldwide. 
It has been noted by Valk et al. (2010, p. 118) that “ICT can empower 
teachers and learners by facilitating communication and interaction, offering new 
modes of delivery, and generally transforming teaching-learning processes”. 
Hartoyo (2010) opines, and strongly too, that the integration of ICT in the 
field of language learning is inevitable. He further states that, the ICT and 






In a document of UNESCO shared online, the ICT has been defined with 
broader perspective advocating its scope, importance and nature of use, 
especially highlighting in the field of education: “Information and 
Communications Technologies (ICTs) are a diverse set of technological tools and 
resources used to communicate, and to create, disseminate, store, and manage 
information. Communication and the information are at the very heart of the 
educational process. Consequently, ICT use in education has a long history. ICT 
has played an educational role in formal and non-formal settings, in programs 
provided by governmental agencies, public and private educational institutions, 
for profit corporations and non-profit groups, and secular and religious 
communities (unesco.org). 
ICTs are making dynamic changes in society. They are influencing all 
aspects of life. The influences are felt more and more at schools. Because ICTs 
provide both students and teachers with more opportunities in adapting learning 
and teaching to individual needs, society is, forcing schools aptly respond to this 
technical innovation. 
Students nowadays think and learn differently and perform many functions 
in quite distinct ways such that their teachers have a need to understand and 
communicate in the language of their students and use an adapted teaching 
approach that best fits into students’ learning strategies. Teachers, off course, 
must know how to grasp students’ attention and interests in the classroom. 
Therefore, teachers need to integrate ICT to add value to the teaching and 
learning activities. Information technology should be used in combination with 





was also agreed that integrating technology is more than just helping people to 
use computers, but it is also for helping teachers to utilize it for learning. 
Several studies argued that the use of new technologies in the classroom is 
essential for providing opportunities for students to learn to operate in an 
information age. It was evident, as Yelland (2001) argued, that traditional 
educational environments do not seem to be suitable for preparing learners to 
function or be productive in the workplaces of today's society. She claimed that 
organizations that do not incorporate the use of new technologies in schools 
cannot seriously claim to prepare their students for life in the twenty-first 
century. 
In the Indonesian context, ICT is generally still an exclusive matter for the 
Indonesian people. The rapid change of technology development makes the 
teachers hard to keep up. Potter & Rockinson-Szapkiw (2012) stated that teachers 
require a shift in thinking, to learn and adapt how to manage learning behavior 
differently as they use ICT in the classroom. In fact, most of the teachers are 
having obstacles in integrating technology to their learning process because they 
lack proficiency. A high percentage of teachers do not know how to integrate 
educational technology into their curriculum (Townsend, 2017: 12). Mishra & 
Koehler (2008, p. 10) stated that teaching with technology is a “wicked problem” 
for teachers that it has “incomplete, contradictory and changing requirements”. 
Integration of Information, Communication, and Technology (ICT) in 
education refers to the use of computer-based communication that incorporates 
into daily classroom instructional process. In conjunction with preparing students 





their daily classrooms. This is due to the capability of ICT in providing dynamic 
and proactive teaching-learning environment (Arnseth and Hatlevik, 2012). 
While, the aim of ICT integration is to improve and increase the quality, 
accessibility and cost-efficiency of the delivery of instruction to students, it also 
refers to benefits from networking the learning communities to face the 
challenges of current globalization (Albirini, 2006, p.6). Process of adoption of 
ICT is not a single step, but it is ongoing andcontinuous steps that fully 
supportteaching and learning and information resources (Young, 2003).  
ICT integration in education generally means technology-based teaching and 
learning process that closely relates to the utilizationof learning technologies in 
schools. Due to the fact that students are familiar with technology and they will 
learn better within technology-based environment, the issue of ICT integration in 
schools, specificallyin the classroom is vital. This is because, the use of 
technology in education contributes a lot in the pedagogical aspects in which the 
application of ICT will lead to effective learning with the help and supports from 
ICT elements and components.  
It is right to say that almost all ranges of subjects’ starts from mathematics, 
science, languages, arts and humanistic and other major fields can be learned 
more effectively through technology-based tools and equipment. In addition, ICT 
provides the help and complementary supports for both teachers and students 
where it involves effective learning with the help of the computers to serve the 
purpose of learning aids (Jorge et al., 2003). Computers and technology does not 
acts as a replacing tools for quality teachers butinstead they are considered as an 





ICT integration in education is crucial, because with the help of technology, 
teaching and learning is not only happening in the school environment, but also 
can happen even if teachers and students are physically in distance. However, 
ICT integrationis not a one-step learning process, but it is a continual process of 
learning that provides proactive teaching-learning environment (Young, 2003). 
Technology-based teaching and learning can make many changes in school 
that requires for proper planning and policy making. Researchers and 
policymakers must both have the same insight about the future plan. Dudeney 
(2010) noted that national ICT policies can serve several crucial functions. They 
provide a rationale, a set of goals, and a vision of how education systems run if 
ICT is integrated into teaching and learning process, and they are beneficial to 
students, teachers, parents and the general population of a given country. 
Ministry of Education Malaysia has formulated three main policies for ICT in 
education. The first policy insists on all students are given opportunity to use 
ICT. This is aimed to reduce the digital gap amongst the schools. The second 
policy focuses on the role and function played by ICT in education. Besides that, 
another policy stressed on the use of ICT for accessing information, 
communication and as productivity tool (Chan, 2002). However, infrastructure 
and facility of ICT is then needed to supply to the schools throughout the nation. 
A key factor in use of ICT is sufficient computer labs and ICT equipment. This is 
to ensure that subject teachers are easily access to ICT tools whenever needed 
(Hennessy, Ruthven, & Brindley, 2005). Lack of adequate ICT equipment and 
internet access is one of the key problems that schools specifically in rural areas 





In Indonesia, ICT is also supported by the 2013 curriculum in that ICT 
should be integrated in each subject, including English. ICT, from the perspective 
of education, refers to Information and Communication Technology such as 
computers, communications facilities and features that variously support teaching 
learning and a range of activities in education. However, in this study ICT tools 
refers to the common technology‐based tools that are used by teachers in teaching 
and learning process. It can be computer, laptop, LCD, digital photocopy 
machine, digital Audio and Video devices, digital camera, scanner, DVD player 
and multimedia projector. 
In technology and knowledge-based era nowadays, the integration of ICT in 
teaching is characterized by the use of the technology devices to support the 
teaching and learning activities. It is believed that the integration of ICT is 
needed in the classrooms. It has powerful roles in educational field to enhance 
teaching and learning quality (Levin & Wadmany, 2006). In addition, it can 
significantly affect ways of teaching and help teachers in their pedagogical 
practices and assist students in their learning (Bingimlas, 2009). 
The integration of information and communications technology in teaching 
and learning is considered to be a medium in which a variety of approaches and 
pedagogical philosophies may be implemented. However, ICT as a teaching aid 
is more complicated in that it demands more specific skills from teachers. The 
development of ICT electronic mail, internet, multimedia, possibilities to use 
collaborative platforms, undoubtedly, influences the process of using them in 





additional means, but ICT is an indispensable part of the modern and 
contemporary learning environment. 
The use of ICT gives more opportunities for communication between peer 
learners. They can exchange information in real time, they can participate in blog 
discussions, work in teams on different projects, exchange emails, search for 
information, etc. By using the authentic material provided by the internet, 
learners will have a better insight into the culture of the country and people 
whose language they study. The use of ICT has become essential in every day 
classroom teaching and learning. It gives a chance to teachers as well as students 
to increase the quality of education and meet the requirements set by the 
contemporary knowledge society. 
Based on some explaination above, the reseacher can conclude that 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has become an important 
part in teaching and learning process. It gives teachers and students opportunities 
to learn and apply the required 21st century skills. Hsu (2016) adds that 
deploying advance technology can boost every single component of the students’ 
learning experiences across curricular areas. Thus, it will affect the development 
of the students’ intellectuality. In other words, technology can be used to improve 
the students’ knowledge, skills, and education standard (Smeda, et. al, 2014). 
 
2.3 ICT in English Language Teaching 
The use of technology in language teaching and learnning is not something 
new. In the decades preceding the use of computers, audio visual media were 





phonograph, radio, television and telephone (Salaberry, 2001). Computers, 
according to Warschauer (1996), came to attention of linguists and language 
researchers during the 1950s, the time CALL (Computer Assisted Language 
Learning) was conceived. Ever since, computer technologies have gradually 
become the major technological application in language learning. ICT have also 
been integrated  into the four language skills of  listening, speaking, reading, and 
writing. 
  2.3.1 Listening 
Nachoua (2012) reported that the skill of listening is the key significance for 
English language learners to acquire. It is also a very intricate skill to teach. The 
concept of pronunciation, whether that is to understand or produce language, also 
raises problems for non-native speakers. Using CALL (Computer Assisted 
Language Learning) is a way to motivate language learners to take a dynamic 
role in their learning instead of acting as passive listeners. Helping learners 
develop listening skills can be achieved through a variety of multimedia 
instruments such as digital stories, Mp3 recordings or podcasts. 
In Verdugo et al. (2007), digital stories are embraced by children dearly as 
they combine interactivity, visual aids and repetition, while they enthuse through 
their topics. As listening comprehension is difficult to be taught, these stories 
help children develop this skill effortlessly, through a fun and motivational 
activity while developing linguistic structure, literacy, vocabulary, sound patterns 
and prosody which can ultimately lead them to learn the language. Additionally, 
children are familiarized with the ways one may employ to convey meaning to 





of voice etc. It is vital to point out that this social experience, as Verdugo et al. 
characterize it, takes place at the children’s own pace as they are allowed to 
proceed that way. It is also crucial to mention that, not-withstanding the 
fascinating resources a teacher may find on the Internet, what is brought in class 
should not exceed the children’s linguistic level and technological abilities. 
Furthermore, teachers have to ensure that the internet environment in which the 
children learn is secure. 
In Roussel et al. (2012), older learners use Mp3 recordings to increase their 
understanding on what they listen, with the recordings enabling them to pause 
and replay the parts they have inadequately understood, regulating their learning, 
while taking control over their self-regulation strategies which enable learners ‘to 
better handle incoming spoken discourse’. 
As Rahimi et al. (2012) argues, listening provides learners with large amounts 
of language input. Thus helping students learn the ways through which their mind 
functions when learning through technology is crucial, as they discover how to 
control their learning. ‘Planning and consciously executing appropriate actions to 
achieve a particular goal’ as Sheorey and Mokhtari (2001) in Rahimi and Katal 
(2012, p. 1155) state, is what learners need to master in order to acquire language 
in technology-based environments. Metacognitive strategies will direct each 
learner to improve himself/herself in the areas they need improvement, in our 
case, listening. Podcasts are a means through which the listening skill may be 
simplified and become available to larger groups of population. Through pod-
casts, the learning outcome can be influenced along with student motivation since 





pace, helping them surmount any obstacles they feel they have in that area. What 
is more, students can listen to the input repeatedly if they wish, anytime, 
anywhere, mastering its content, which could also be authentic input, free of 
charge, in their own time. 
2.3.2 Speaking 
As English today is regarded as a lingua franca, the skill of speaking has 
become a skill of paramount significance to acquire. 
Güngor et al. (2010) present that in an online foreign language speaking 
class, the virtual classes are designed to have in mind principles of ELT and e-
learning along with techniques that raise interaction, integrating vocabulary and 
use of English, while providing a stress-free environment in order to motivate 
even taciturn learners participate and produce spoken language.  
In order for such an outcome to be achieved though, learners must, among 
other characteristics, be open-minded, motivate themselves and have basic 
technical knowledge. However, while learners are only required to have basic 
computer skills, on a tutor’s level, that proves to be inadequate. The tutor’s role, 
apart from being a transmitter of knowledge and a guide to the whole class, is 
also that of the facilitator—a multidimensional role including technological and 
administrative skills in order to avoid problematic situations. As Hashemi (2011) 
explains, the use of Oovoo and Skype apart from enabling users to interact with 
pre-recorded messages, also provide learners with the option of synchronous 
chat, allowing the creation of a virtual class of three to six users, depending on 
the kind of subscription – free or paid respectively. Another benefit provided by 





rather than their usual routine, which will in turn motivate them to ask for more 
real communication hence, more chances to internalize language. 
Waddel (2011) suggests another method to enhance students’ speaking skill 
through the use of digital video. A short film production through the use of 
WMM (Windows Media Player) which is a very basic program, proved to 
enhance creative thinking, flexibility, originality, and elaboration along with 
inspiration, motivation, and confidence to primary school students to use the 
English language. Additional motivation also emerged from the constant 
enjoyment students found in producing the film, while improving their 
technological skills.  
Gromik (2012) discusses that mobile phones are also favoring language 
learning. Using their video recording feature, students in Japan created 30 second 
weekly video productions which have been found to increase the amount of 
words they spoke in a monologue. Thus, allowing learners to use their mobile 
phones for learning purposes serves two goals: producing more creative thinkers, 
as students experiment with audio and video captures and photos as well as 
familiarizing students with the use of MALL (Mobile Assisted Language 
Learning) . 
 Mercer et al. (2013, pp. 81-89), discussed slightly different tone the fact that 
computer-based literacy activities can also enhance children’s speaking skills by 
engaging children to the discussion of the topic, allowing them to share their 
thoughts and interact with their peers, along with making decisions and learning 
to justify them to their group. That, however, is a result that requires integration 






Online reading is a task that appears to be necessary for the 21st century 
students. Therefore, the creation of a Web-based reading program called ‘English 
Reading Online’ was created to narrow the gap between reading and 
comprehension using online reading strategies. The effective use of reading 
strategies is known to amplify a reader’s understanding. As technology has 
penetrated our lives, the perception of reading for comprehension through 
technology has to turn into a forward-thinking way of doing so. As Harrison and 
Singhal (2009) argue in Huang, Chern and Lin, ‘‘the ultimate goal is to enable 
students use strategies spontaneously”, thus gaining a better understanding of 
what is being read. Notwithstanding reading strategies having several benefits, 
there are several limitations such as the level of the participants, the classroom 
settings, and the categorization of strategies which have to be taken into 
consideration before engaging into practice. 
Strategic reading instruction benefits all students even those of high academic 
level. Dreyer et al. (2003) argue that even university students come unaware that 
they should use reading strategies in order to comprehend texts better—unaware 
unaware of what is expected of them. This perhaps is a result of insufficient high 
school preparation or little preparation during their time as students. As students 
gain a lot from reading through strategies which improve their academic 
performance, having it offered through a technology-enhanced environment 






According to the article, the resources offered to the students through a 
Learning Content Management System (LCMS) called ‘‘Varsite’’ allowed them 
instant access to a larger variety of texts of those found in the University library. 
This significantly provides each student with the autonomy to access these 
resources according to their schedule, enabling them to monitor their learning 
even better. 
Castek et al. (2006) reported that the development of literacy skills is a matter 
that stresses students a lot. Online adventure reading is a way to take all that 
stress away and turn it into enjoyment. Students today have this magic tool—the 
Internet, which can motivate them and help them improve their literacy skills. 
Also, encouraging students to visit online book clubs and interact with other 
readers enhances their critical thinking and provides them with skills and 
strategies which will enable them to make the most of the ICTs available to them. 
It is of course important to feel relaxed when doing so, hence to know how to use 
this new tool, not to see this as a convoluted experience, to enjoy collaboration 
and problem solving and to have positive prior experience on these topics. 
Students with negative experiences are more likely to gain less from this process. 
Developing positive disposition in the direction of technology will build a 
relationship between the learners and reading and writing which will allow them 
to increase their opportunities on every aspect of their lives in our world today, 
which is an ‘information-centered’ one. 
Larson (2010) suggests that e-books are an appealing and intriguing method to 
introduce reading to students in a classroom. Since today’s classrooms are 





comprehension of texts through the potential they can offer, introducing students 
to a wide variety of reading material. As Kindle is the tool used in this study, it 
was found that it endorsed the integration of traditional and modern literacy skills 
significantly. As discussed in the article, the two participating students showed 
different needs, fully met through a different individualized approach. One 
student showed ‘‘deep transactions with the text’’ while the other ‘‘struggled to 
understand the emerging plot or specific text features’’. For the second student, 
the use of tools such as the dictionary available enabled her to better understand 
bigger or unknown words, while changing to bigger fonts also facilitated her 
effort. Digital readers support both struggling and non-struggling readers as this 
article finally argues. 
Struggling readers face difficulty in the area of reading comprehension while 
graduating school for many of them seems unattainable. Sternberg et al. discuss 
about the action that policymakers could take into consideration in order to help 
today’s adolescents achieve higher goals regarding their education through the 
use of technology. This action can be translated into seven areas which are a) 
state-offered virtual courses and delivery systems, b) communication tools, c) 
artificial intelligence, d) word processors, e) new literacies practices, f) 
professional development, and g) technology for parents. The article concludes 
stating that professionals in the educational field should commit to research so as 
to minimize the crisis that has surrounded adolescent literacy today. 
2.3.4 Writing 
Writing can be perplexing for many students since it requires correct use of 





language to explain what it is that needs to be understood or conveyed. Yusof et 
al. (2011) performed a study where they tried to identify the best way a teacher 
can use to teach the Passive Voice phenomenon. They used three types of classes. 
The first was ‘the traditional-face to face way’, the second was the ‘integrative 
way’ where both traditional teaching and web based teaching were employed and 
the third type was the ‘web-based way’ where the only kind of teaching and 
materials were web-based. What they found was that the integrated way proved 
to be the most beneficial for the learners, as well as that gender plays a non-
significant role since the results were not dissimilar. It was also found that the 
level of the students changed towards improvement after the use of the integrated 
method. Thus, results of the post-test significantly differed from the results of the 
pre-test. This study allows us to see that educators should use web-based material 
as they do improve their students’ level using a free and easy to use tool. In their 
articles, Arslan et al (2010), Lomicka et al. (2012) and Miyazoe et al. (2010) 
discuss the use of blog software and Tweeter as tools that can help students 
practice written language, engage with the language they wish to learn and of 
course to share their thoughts or feelings and reflect on them. Promoting writing 
instruction through such an entertaining way enables more production of written 
language which might not have been produced otherwise. Students who also 
blogged rather than merely attending an in-class session showed better results 
from those who only received in-class writing instruction.  
Teachers should make use of this tool as it enhances writing performance 
while it is not limited within school walls as it can take place anywhere. The 





did not, which indicates the value of the integration of this tool. Tweeting also 
seems to be a valuable tool to initiate the creation of community bonds, hence 
allowing the learners find out more about each other and build community bonds. 
In addition, when implementing forums, blogs and wikis at the same time, this 
seems to have positive results on students’ learning progress since this blended 
approach allows them to study the differences which may occur in ways of 
expressing in English when using written language. 
Van Leeuwen et al. (2007, pp. 420-429) observed that word processor is 
another way to help learners use the target language as it motivates them to do so. 
As ICTs enter our classrooms in the form of tools, they can facilitate this 
procedure to a great-extent. Educators embrace this new tool as it allows students 
to share and construct knowledge in a place such as a primary school, where even 
the role of the teacher per se is converted to that of a guide or even a participant. 
It is however clear that this way of teaching cannot be holistically expected to 
bear fruit when the student level is that of a beginner, neither that a word 
processor can replace the teacher when, if anything, it complements it. In spite of 
their various benefits, as stated in many articles by many researchers, the 
effectiveness of ICTs in the teaching of writing to learners aged five to sixteen 
years of age is not saluted by everyone.  Andrews et al. (2007) state that there is 
still room for research to indicate the benefits of the use of ICTs in assisting 
written composition. It is stated that further research in the form of a ‘‘new kind 







      2.3.5 Vocabulary 
Mustafa et al. (2012) discusses that learning vocabulary has often been 
accused to be the last care of teachers as it is thought to be taught through reading 
and listening and perceived as ‘incidental learning’. It is profound though that 
without vocabulary knowledge, learners feel that their understanding of language, 
whether that is written or spoken, is inadequate. Trying to alter the direction 
things have had until now, using online reading tasks to teach vocabulary appears 
to be of help.  
Through the use of computers, learners show signs of advancement, building 
their vocabulary and experiencing learning in different ways, through different 
methods than the ones they were used to. Moreover, they become motivated; 
hence their attitude towards learning is positive with the use of computer playing 
an important role. Adding to that, the internet which has nowadays become part 
of our lives can add to vocabulary acquisition since its incorporation in the 
second language classroom will prove to be a prolific source of new vocabulary, 
given that the learners are trained and know how to use the internet for this 
purpose. 
Yip et al. (2006) conducted research on the matter and showed that between 
the two groups used for the needs of the research with one being the group that 
would learn vocabulary through game playing and, the other, the group that 
would learn vocabulary using the traditional face-to-face learning method. The 
first showed that playing online vocabulary games allows learners to learn better 
and be able to remember what they have learnt for longer as well as be able to 





It is possible that the justification for the first group showing more vocabulary 
acquisition is that learners are keen on being autonomous, something that the 
online games provide. Another reason can be the fact that these games are 
motivating and boost learners’ confidence, building in them a need for further 
development, while they provide learners with a less stressful feeling of learning. 
It is however discussed that adopting such a game for long-term learning needs 
monitoring from teachers ensuring that learning progress continues to take place. 
Thus, the role of teachers is to facilitate as well as to research on the matter, 
considering extending the impact game playing has today into a more cognitive 
building issues in order to promote and encourage active learning. 
According to Dalton et al. (2011), vocabulary is the area where instructors 
seem to be at most in need of assistance. In order to help their students’ 
acquisition of vocabulary, teachers require strategy use and resources as well as 
tools which will be available to them at any time and will allow their students 
transform their knowledge into production of written and spoken language, which 
is not feasible without vocabulary development. In order to achieve this, moving 
from the old, traditional ways to a digital learning can be of great assistance.  
The use of technology in learning supports learners, transforming them to 
strategic learners through its use. Hence, Dalton et al. refer to ten strategies for 
vocabulary learning through technology instruction. Those strategies are as 
follows. 
1. Learn from visual displays of word relationships within text. 
2. Connect vocabulary and learning with online vocabulary games. 





4. Take advantage of online word reference tools. 
5. Support reading and word learning with just-in-time vocabulary 
reference support. 
6. Use language translators to provide just-in-time help for ELs. 
7. Increase reading volume by listening to digital text with a text-to-
speech tool and audio books. 
These strategies will not only help students understand the texts they read or 
perceive their concepts, but they will also serve as metacognitive knowledge on 
how to apply what they have read and learnt to texts yet to come. 
Loucky (2003) reports that in an effort to help students maximize their 
vocabulary learning, the use of CBDs (Computerized Bilingual Dictionaries) was 
examined at Japanese college students learning English as a foreign language. It 
appears that CBDs offer prompt access to learners’ unknown words, assisting 
lexical processing. Between English major students and Engineering major 
students, the later seem to learn the CBDs use easier. Finally, it was found that the 
students with more advanced level of English could use the CBDs easier that 
those with a lower level. 
Similarly, for learners who use CALL (Computer Assisted Language 
Learning), their performance is of great interest, as is the outcome of their 
performance, and their positive attitude towards language learning. Mahmoudi et 
al. (2012) performed a study which showed that there is a positive connection 
between the students’ viewpoint and the outcome of what they have achieved 





Utami (2012) similarly studied whether CALL is a constructive way to 
enhance vocabulary acquisition. The study included text, picture and video 
modalities which were combined with exercises and tests showing that the 
students who used CALL had a ‘significantly high benefit on vocabulary 
acquisition’ without which, language input cannot be understood by language 
learners hence reading a text and understanding it becomes a very difficult task to 
complete. Furthermore, it is discussed that along with other factors that make the 
use of CALL such a productive way to enrich students’ vocabulary is the 
presentation of materials which facilitate ‘student active learning’ and vocabulary 
recall. 
In conclusion, after reviewing some theories related to the use of ICT in 
teaching and learning, it can be concluded that ICT can facilitate teachers in 
teaching. Then, teachers can integrate Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT) in English language teaching for every skill in order to increase 
students’ motivation and create active class. 
 
2.4 The Concept of Barriers on the use of ICT in Teaching and Learning 
 2.4.1 Definition 
 Integrating ICT into teaching and learning is a complex process and teachers 
may encounter a number of difficulties. These difficulties are known as “barriers” 
(Schoepp, 2005). A barrier is defined as “any condition that makes it difficult to 
make progress or to achieve an objective” (WordNet, 1997, as cited in Schoepp, 
2005, p. 2). According to oxford dictionary, barrier is a fence or obstacle that 





2.4.2 Classification of the Barriers 
Different categories or classification have been used by researchers and 
educators to classify barriers to teacher use of ICT in science classrooms. Several 
studies have divided barriers into two categories: extrinsic and intrinsic barriers. 
However, what they meant by extrinsic and intrinsic differed. In one study, 
Ertmer (1999) referred to extrinsic barriers as first-order and cited access, time, 
support, resources and training and intrinsic barriers as second-order and cited 
attitudes, beliefs, practices and resistance; whereas, Hendren (2000, as cited in Al-
Alwani, 2005) viewed extrinsic barriers as pertaining to organizations rather than 
individuals and intrinsic barriers as pertaining to teachers, administrators, and 
individuals.  
Another classification found in the literature is teacher-level barriers versus 
school-level barriers. Becta (2004) grouped the barriers according to whether they 
relate to the individual (teacher-level barriers), such as lack of time, lack of 
confidence, and resistance to change, or to the institution (school-level barriers), 
such as lack of effective training in solving technical problems and lack of access 
to resources. Similarly, Balanskat et al. (2006) divided them into micro level 
barriers, including those related to teachers’ attitudes and approach to ICT, and 
meso level barriers, including those related to the institutional context. The latter 
added a third category called macro level (system-level barriers), including those 
related to the wider educational framework.  
Another perspective presents the barriers as pertaining to two kinds of 
conditions: material and nonmaterial (Pelgrum, 2001). The material conditions 





material barriers include teachers’ insufficient ICT knowledge and skills, the 
difficulty of integrating ICT in instruction, and insufficient teacher time. Some of 
these studies look at the barriers at teacher, institution, or system level. However, 
since the purpose of this study is to determine barriers faced by English teachers 
in their schools, this analysis focuses on the teacher-level and school-level barriers 
only as discussed in the following sections. 
 
2.4.3 Teacher-level barriers  
2.4.3.1 Lack of teacher confidence  
Several researchers indicate that one challenge that prevents teachers from 
using ICT in their teaching is lack of confidence. Dawes (2001) sees this as a 
contextual factor which can act as a challenge. According to Becta (2004), much 
of the research proposes that this is a major challenge to the uptake of ICT by 
teachers in the classroom. In Becta’s survey of practitioners (2004), the issue of 
lack of confidence was the area that attracted most responses from those that took 
part.  
Some studies have investigated the reasons for teachers’ lack of confidence 
with the use of ICT. For example, Beggs (2000) asserted that teachers’ “fear of 
failure” caused a lack of confidence. On the other hand, Balanskat et al. (2006) 
found that limitations in teachers’ ICT knowledge makes them feel anxious about 
using ICT in the classroom and thus not confident to use it in their teaching.  
Similarly, Becta (2004) concluded their study with the following statement: 
“many teachers who do not consider themselves to be well skilled in using ICT 





than they do” (p. 7). In Becta’s survey (2004), many of the teacher respondents 
who identified their lack of confidence as a challenge reported being particularly 
afraid of entering the classroom with limited knowledge in the area of ICT with 
their students knowing that this was the case. It was argued that lack of 
confidence and experience with technology influence teachers’ motivation to use 
ICT in the classroom (Cox, Preston, and Cox, 1999b; Osborne & Hennessy, 2003; 
Balanskat et al., 2006).  
On the other hand, teachers who confidently use technologies in their 
classrooms understand the usefulness of ICT. Cox, Preston, and Cox (1999a) 
found that teachers who have confidence in using ICT identify that technologies 
are helpful in their teaching and personal work and they need to extend their use 
further in the future. 
2.4.3.2 Lack of teacher competence 
Another challenge, which is directly related to teacher confidence, is 
teachers’ competence in integrating ICT into pedagogical practice (Becta, 2004). 
In Australian research, Newhouse (2002) found that many teachers lacked the 
knowledge and skills to use computers and were not enthusiastic about the 
changes and integration of supplementary learning associated with bringing 
computers into their teaching practices.  
ICT competence is defined as being able to handle a wide range of varying 
technologies for various purposes. According to Prestride (2012), ICT-aided 
teaching is the most appropriate skill required of a teacher. Unfortunately, it is the 
least possessed by many. This may be because it is barely part of their training 





school teacher as data processing, word processing, use of internet, use of 
spreadsheet, use of presentation software like PowerPoint and e-mail. 
Current research has shown that the level of this challenge differs from 
country to country. In the developing countries, research reported that teachers’ 
lack of technological competence is a main challenge to their acceptance and 
adoption of ICT (Pelgrum, 2001; Al-Oteawi, 2002). In Syria, for example, 
teachers’ lack of technological competence has been cited as the main challenge 
(Albirini, 2006). Likewise, in Saudi Arabia, a lack of ICT skills is a serious 
obstacle to the integration of technologies into science education (Al-Alwani, 
2005; Almohaissin, 2006). Empirica (2006) produced a report on the use of ICT 
in European schools. The data used for the report came from the Head Teachers 
and Classroom Teachers Survey carried out in 27 European countries. The 
findings show that teachers who do not use computers in classrooms claim that 
“lack of skills” are a constraining factor preventing teachers from using ICT for 
teaching.  
Another worldwide survey conducted by Pelgrum (2001) found that teachers’ 
lack of knowledge and skills is a serious obstacle to using ICT in primary and 
secondary schools. The results of a study conducted by Balanskat et al. (2006) 
have shown that “in Denmark, many teachers still chose not to use ICT and media 
in teaching situations because of their lack of ICT skills rather than for 
pedagogical/didactics reasons” while “in the Netherlands, teachers’ ICT 
knowledge and skills is not regarded any more as the main challenge to ICT use” 





the integration of technologies into education. It may also be one of the factors 
involved in resistance to change. 
2.4.3.2 Resistance to change and negative attitudes 
Much research into the barriers to the integration of ICT into education found 
that teachers’ attitudes and an inherent resistance to change were a significant 
challenge (Cox et al., 1999a; Watson, 1999; Earle, 2002; Becta, 2004; Gomes, 
2005; Schoepp, 2005). From his/her analysis of the questionnaires, Gomes (2005) 
found that science teachers’ resistance to change concerning the use of new 
strategies is an obstacle to ICT integration in science teaching. At a broader level, 
Becta (2004) argued that resistance to change is an important challenge to 
teachers’ use of new technologies in education. 
Watson, an Australian researcher, (1999) argued that integrating the new 
technologies into educational settings requires change and different teachers will 
handle this change differently. According to him, considering different teachers’ 
attitudes to change is important because teachers’ beliefs influence what they do 
in classrooms. Becta (2004) claims that one key area of teachers’ attitudes 
towards the use of technologies is their understanding of how these technologies 
will benefit their teaching and their students’ learning. Schoepp’s study (2005) 
found that, although teachers felt that there was more than enough technology 
available, they did not believe that they were being supported, guided, or 
rewarded in the integration of technology into their teaching. According to 
Empirica (2006), teachers who are not using new technology such as computers in 






Drent and Meelissen (2007) in their study have established that a positive ICT 
attitude has a direct positive influence on the innovative use of ICT by teachers. 
Positive attitudes often encourage less technologically capable teachers to learn 
the skills necessary for the implementation of technology-based activities in the 
classroom. In their study Harrison and Rainer (1992) found that participants with 
negative attitudes towards ICT were less skilled in ICT use and were therefore 
less to accept and adapt to technology than those with positive attitudes. They 
concluded that changing individuals’ negative attitudes is essential for increasing 
their computer skills. Keengwe and Onchwari, (2008) identify that the positive 
attitude of the teachers towards the ICT is very much affected by the experience 
of the teachers with ICT. Therefore, if teachers want to successfully use 
technology in their classes, they need to possess positive attitude to the use of 
technology. Such attitude is developed when teachers are sufficiently comfortable 
with technology and knowledgeable on its use. 
Resistance to change seems not to be a challenge itself; instead, it is an 
indication that something is wrong. In other words, there are reasons why 
resistance to change occurs. According to Earle (2002), the change from a present 
level to a desired level of performance is facilitated by driving (encouraging) 
forces such as the power of new developments, rapid availability, creativity, 
internet access, or ease of communication, while it is delayed by resisting 
(discouraging) forces such as lack of technical support, teacher expertise, or time 
for planning. In their study, Cox et al. (1999a) found that teachers are unlikely to 
use new technologies in their teaching if they see no need to change their 





rejecting the need for change but lack the necessary education in accepting the 
changes and are given insufficient long-term opportunities to make sense of the 
new technologies for themselves. 
Obviously, not all communities have this challenge. For example, Korte and 
Hüsing (2007) state that only very few teachers can be regarded as fundamentally 
opposing the use of ICT in the classroom in Europe. Only a fifth of European 
teachers believe that using computers in class does not have significant learning 
benefits for pupils (Korte & Hüsing, 2007). 
 
2.4.4 School-level barriers 
2.4.4.1 Lack of time  
Several recent studies indicate that many teachers have competence and 
confidence in using computers in the classroom, but they still make little use of 
technologies because they do not have enough time. A significant number of 
researchers identified time limitations and the difficulty in scheduling enough 
computer time for classes as a challenge to teachers’ use of ICT in their 
teaching (Al-Alwani, 2005; Becta, 2004; Beggs, 2000; Schoepp, 2005; Sicilia, 
2005). According to Sicilia (2005), the most common challenge reported by all 
the teachers was the lack of time they had to plan technology lessons, explore 
the different Internet sites, or look at various aspects of educational software. 
Becta’s study (2004) found that the problem of lack of time exists for 
teachers in many aspects of their work as it affects their ability to complete 
tasks, with some of the participant teachers specifically stating which aspects 





advice, prepare lessons, explore and practice using the technology, deal with 
technical problems, and receive adequate training. 
Recent studies show that lack of time is an important factor affecting the 
application of new technologies in science education (Al-Alwani, 2005). 
According to Al-Alwani (2005), lack of time is a challenge affecting the 
application of ICT in Saudi Arabia because of busy schedules. He indicated 
that because Saudi teachers work from about 7.00 a.m. until 2.00 p.m. and the 
average number of class sessions taught by science teachers is 18 per week. 
Both teachers and students have a limited number of hours during the day to 
work on integrating ICT into science education. Similarly, in Canada, Sicilia 
(2005) concluded that teachers take much more time to design projects that 
include the use of new ICT than to prepare traditional lessons. Teachers 
interviewed by Sicilia (2005) commented that “the constraints of different class 
schedule [sic] contributed to the lack of time they spent together to work on 
planning classroom activities” (p. 41). Supporting this finding, the most 
significant constraint on use quoted by 86–88% of primary and secondary 
science teachers surveyed by Dillon, Osborne, Fairbrother, and Kurina (2000) 
was lack of time (as cited in Osborne & Hennessy, 2003, p. 37). Gomes (2005) 
concluded that one of the main reasons that science teachers do not use ICT in 
the classroom is lack of the time necessary to accomplish plans. 
2.4.4.2 Lack of effective training  
The challenge most frequently referred to in the literature is lack of effective 
training (Albirini, 2006; Balanskat et al., 2006; Beggs, 2000; Özden, 2007; 





study was that there were not enough training opportunities for teachers in the use 
of ICTs in a classroom environment. Similarly, Beggs (2000) found that one of 
the top three barriers to teachers’ use of ICT in teaching students was the lack of 
training. Recent research in Turkey found that the main problem with the 
implementation of new ICT in science was the insufficient amount of in-service 
training programs for science teachers (Özden, 2007), and Toprakci (2006) 
concluded that limited teacher training in the use of ICT in Turkish schools is an 
obstacle. 
Teachers’ professional development is a key factor to successful integration 
of computers into classroom teaching. Several studies have revealed that whether 
beginner or experienced, ICT-related training programs develop teachers’ 
competences in computer use (Bauer & Kenton, 2005; Franklin, 2007; Wozney et 
al., 2006), influences teachers’ attitudes towards computers (Hew and Brush, 
2007; Keengwe and Onchwari, 2008), as well as assisting teachers reorganize the 
task of technology and how new technology tools are significant in student 
learning (Plair, 2008). Pellegrino (2007) claimed that teachers may adopt and 
integrate ICT into their teaching when training programs concentrate on subject 
matter, values and the technology. 
According to Becta (2004), the issue of training is certainly complex, because 
it is important to consider several components to ensure the effectiveness of the 
training. These were time for training, pedagogical training, skills training, and an 
ICT use in initial teacher training. Correspondingly, recent research by Gomes 
(2005) relating to science education concluded that lack of training in digital 





classroom, and lack of training concerning the use of technologies in science 
specific areas were obstacles to using new technologies in classroom practice. 
Some of the Saudi Arabian studies reported similar reasons for failures in using 
educational technologies: the weakness of teacher training in the use of 
computers, the use of a “delivery” teaching style instead of investment in modern 
technology (Alhamd, Alotaibi, Motwaly, & Zyadah, 2004), as well as the shortage 
of teachers who are qualified to use the technology confidently (Sager, 2002). 
Providing pedagogical training for teachers, rather than simply training them 
to use ICT tools, is an important issue (Becta, 2004). Cox et al. (1999a) argue that 
if teachers are to be convinced of the value of using ICT in their teaching, their 
training should focus on the pedagogical issues. The results of the research by 
Cox et al. (1999a) showed that after teachers had attended professional 
development courses in ICT they still did not know how to use ICT in their 
classrooms; instead they just knew how to run a computer and set up a printer. 
They explained that this is because the courses only focused on teachers acquiring 
basic ICT skills and did not often teach teachers how to develop the pedagogical 
aspects of ICT. In line with the research by Cox et al. (1999a), Balanskat et al. 
(2006) indicated that inappropriate teacher training is not helping teachers to use 
ICT in their classrooms and in preparing lessons. They assert that this is because 
training programmers do not focus on teachers’ pedagogical practices in relation 
to ICT, but on the development of ICT skills. 
However, beside the need for pedagogical training, according to Becta 
(2004), it is still necessary to train teachers in specific ICT skills. Schoepp (2005) 





teachers have to be trained in the use of these particular ICTs. According to 
Newhouse (2002), some initial training is needed for teachers to develop 
appropriate skills, knowledge, and attitudes regarding the effective use of 
computers to support learning by their students. He argued that this also requires 
continuing provision of professional development to maintain appropriate skills 
and knowledge. 
Fundamentally, when there are new tools and approaches to teaching, teacher 
training is essential (Osborne & Hennessy, 2003) if they are to integrate these into 
their teaching. However, according to Balanskat et al. (2006), inadequate or 
inappropriate training leads to teachers being neither sufficiently prepared nor 
sufficiently confident to carry out full integration of ICT in the classroom. 
Newhouse (2002) stated that “teachers need to not only be computer literate but 
they also need to develop skills in integrating computer use into their 
teaching/learning programmers” (p. 45). 
According to Newhouse (2002), teachers need training in technology 
education (focusing on the study of technologies themselves) and educational 
technology (support for teaching in the classroom). Similarly, Sicilia (2005) found 
that teachers want to learn how to use new technologies in their classrooms but 
the lack of opportunities for professional development obstructed them from 
integrating technology in certain subjects such as science or math. Other 
problematic issues related to professional development in ICT are that training 
courses are not differentiated to meet the specific learning needs of teachers and 





Pre-service teacher education can also play a significant role in providing 
opportunities for experimentation with ICT before using it in classroom teaching 
(Albirini, 2006). Lack of on ICT focus in initial teacher education is a challenge to 
teachers’ use of what is available in the classroom during teaching practice (Becta, 
2004). Where training is ineffective, teachers may not be able access to ICT 
resources. 
2.4.4.3 Lack of accessibility  
Access to ICT infrastructure and resources in schools is a necessary condition 
to the integration of ICT in education (Plomp et al., 2009). Effective adoption and 
integration of ICT into teaching in schools depends mainly on the availability and  
accessibility of ICT resources such as hardware, software, etc. A study by Yildrim 
(2007) found that access to technological resources is one of the effective ways to 
teachers’ pedagogical use of ICT in teaching. 
Several research studies indicate that lack of access to resources, including 
home access, is another complex challenge that discourages teachers from 
integrating new technologies into education and particularly into science 
education as the following discussion illustrates.  
The various research studies indicated several reasons for the lack of access 
to technologies occurred. In Sicilia’s study (2005), teachers complained about 
how difficult it was to always have access to computers. The author gave reasons 
like “computers had to be booked in advance and the teachers would forget to do 
so, or they could not book them for several periods in a row when they wanted to 
work on several projects with the students” (p. 50). In other words, a teacher 





other teachers. According to Becta (2004), the inaccessibility of ICT resources is 
not always merely due to the non-availability of the hardware and software or 
other ICT materials within the school. It may be the result of one of a number of 
factors such as poor organization of resources, poor quality hardware, 
inappropriate software, or lack of personal access for teachers (Becta, 2004). 
The barriers related to the accessibility of new technologies for teachers are 
widespread and differ from country to country. Empirica’s (2006) European study 
found that lack of access is the largest challenge and that different barriers to 
using ICT in teaching were reported by teachers, for example a lack of computers 
and a lack of adequate material. Similarly, Korte and Hüsing (2007, p.4) found 
that in European schools there are some infrastructure barriers such as broadband 
access not yet being available. They concluded that one third of European schools 
still do not have broadband Internet access.  
Pelgrum (2001) explored practitioners’ views from 26 countries on what were 
the main obstacles to the implementation of ICT in schools. He concluded that 
four of the top ten barriers were related to the accessibility of ICT. These barriers 
were insufficient numbers of computers, insufficient peripherals, insufficient 
numbers of copies of software, and insufficient simultaneous Internet access. 
Toprakci (2006) found that low numbers of computers, oldness or slowness of 
ICT systems, and scarcity of educational software in the school were barriers to 
the successful implementation of ICT into science education in Turkish schools. 
Similarly, Al-Alwani (2005) found that having no access to the Internet during the 
school day and lack of hardware were impeding technology integration in Saudi 





resources were one of the greatest impediments to technology integration in the 
classroom (Albirini, 2006). 
Basically, there are several barriers associated with the lack of access to ICT. 
In his research, Gomes (2005) found a lack of appropriate infrastructure and a 
lack of appropriate material resources to be barriers. However, overcoming such 
hardware barriers does not, in itself, ensure ICT will be used successfully. 
According to Balanskat et al. (2006), the accessibility of ICT resources does not 
guarantee its successful implementation in teaching, and this is not merely 
because of the lack of ICT infrastructure but also because of other barriers such as 
lack of high quality hardware, suitable educational software, and access to ICT 
resources.  
Newhouse (2002) asserts that poor choices of hardware and software and a 
lack of consideration of what is suitable for classroom teaching are problems 
facing many teachers. Similarly, Cox et al. (1999a) found that the majority of 
teachers agreed that insufficient ICT resources in the school and insufficient 
time to review software prevent teachers using ICT. According to Osborne and 
Hennessy (2003), the limitations on access to hardware and software resources 
influenced teachers’ motivation to use ICT in the classroom. 
2.4.4.3 Lack of technical support 
Becta (2004) agreed that if there is a lack of technical support available in a 
school, then it is likely that technical maintenance will not be carried out 
regularly, resulting in a higher risk of technical breakdowns. Without both good 
technical supports in the classroom and whole-school resources, teachers cannot 





2003). Pelgrum (2001) found that in the view of primary and secondary teachers, 
one of the top barriers to ICT use in education was lack of technical assistance. 
In Sicilia’s study (2005), technical problems were found to be a major 
challenge for teachers. These technical barriers included waiting for websites to 
open, failing to connect to the internet, printers not printing, malfunctioning 
computers, and teachers having to work on old computers. Sicilia (2005, p. 43) 
stated that technical barriers impeded the smooth delivery of the lesson or the 
natural flow of the classroom activity.  
Korte and Hüsing (2007) argued that ICT support or maintenance contracts in 
schools help teachers to use ICT in teaching without losing time through having to 
fix software and hardware problems. The Becta (2004) report stated that “if there 
is a lack of technical support available in a school, then it is likely that technical 
maintenance will not be carried out regularly, resulting in a higher risk of 
technical breakdowns” (p. 16). Many of the respondents to Becta’s survey (2004) 
indicated that technical faults might discourage them from using ICT in their 
teaching because of the fear of equipment breaking down during a lesson. 
In science teaching, several studies indicated that lack of technical support is 
a main challenge to using technologies. According to Gomes (2005), ICT 
integration in science teaching needs a technician and if one is not available the 
lack of technical support can be an obstacle. In Turkey, Toprakci (2006) found 
that the lack of technical support was one of two significant barriers to the 
integration of ICT into science education in schools and might be considered 
“serious”. In Saudi Arabia, science teachers would agree to introduce computers 





as technical service or hardware problems (Almohaissin, 2006). Sicilia (2005) 
argued that whatever kind of technical support and access teaching staff have and 
whether they have twenty years of experience or are novices to the profession, 
technical problems generate barriers to the smooth delivery of science lessons by 
teachers. 
Although lack of technical support can prevent teachers from successfully 
integrating ICT into education, recent research indicates that in some countries 
(such as the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Latvia, Malta and the Czech 
Republic), schools have recognized the importance of technical support to assist 
teachers to use ICT in the classroom (Korte & Hüsing, 2007).  
In general, several studies have identified a range of the following or similar 
factors as widespread barriers: lack of computers, lack of quality software, lack of 
time, technical problems, teachers’ attitudes towards computers, poor funding, 
lack of teacher confidence, resistance to change, poor administrative support, lack 
of computer skills, poor fit with the curriculum, lack of incentives, scheduling 
difficulties, poor training opportunities, and lack of skills in how to integrate ICT 
in education. There are complicated relationships among these barriers as 
discussed in the following section. 
In other words, some barriers of integrating ICT are encountered by the 
teachers due to internal and external factors. So, the teachers are required to 








2.4.5 The relationship between the barriers 
According to Bingimlas (2009), there are multifaceted relationships between 
the barriers. Some barriers such as lack of teacher competence and lack of 
accessibility seem to be closely related to others. Some barriers such as lack of 
teacher confidence and resistance to change seem to be more significant than 
others. The following discussion focuses on the relationships between lack of 
accessibility and lack of competence and other factors such as time, training, and 
technical support.  
The lack of accessibility to resources as a barrier is closely related to several 
other key issues which can themselves be considered barriers to teachers’ use of 
ICT. Although the resources are available in schools, the lack of time does not 
allow teachers to access these resources. There may be technical equipment 
available but there is no time for the teacher to operate and review those 
techniques. This may be because the number of lessons in one day is too many or 
because the time available during the class lesson is insufficient. 
Another example related to the accessibility barrier, as found by previous 
studies, is that lack of teacher training reduces the integration of technology into 
education. Educational technological materials may be available in schools but 
teachers cannot use them because of a lack of pedagogical or skills-related 
(practical) training in how to use these ICT resources. On the other hand, it may 
be that the lack of access to resources leads to a reduction in training 
opportunities. It is important to remember that not only is access to resources used 
in the classroom for students’ learning important, but also access at home will 





Access to resources might be available, but teachers cannot use ICT in the 
classroom because it may be difficult for them to operate ICT tools. Thus teachers 
always need technical assistance because this assistance may provide them with 
up-to-date equipment in the new world of technology. Technical support helps in 
training and training takes time. Together they allow access to ICT resources and 
thus help the successful integration of technology in the teaching process.   
Lack of competence is one of the most important obstacles to teachers’ use of 
technology in education. It is linked to other issues such as training, time and 
technical support. The first problem linked to the competence barrier is the lack of 
effective training. Teacher training in the use of modern technology in the 
classroom helps to increase the teachers’ efficiency in using ICT in education 
effectively.  
Training includes training in basic skills in using technology as well as training 
in the integration of those technologies into interactive and effective teaching. 
Self-training is also important to increase competence and improve ICT use. It can 
happen through providing teachers with opportunities to use resources such as 
user guides, CDs, and IT equipment for self-training at home. 
The improvement of ICT skills also requires that teachers have time available. 
Teachers whose schools give them time to develop their skills can be more 
creative than teachers who do not have sufficient time. In order to achieve 
sufficient competence in using ICT effectively in education, a teacher also needs 
professional technical support.  
As discussed above, the relationship between access to modern technological 





relationship links those factors with other issues such as time, training, and 
technical support. Also, there is a relationship between the barriers of lack of 
accessibility and lack of competence. In other words, teachers may not be able to 
access ICT resources unless they have skills in the use of technology and can 
work with it efficiently in their teaching. On the other hand, access to ICT 
resources can help teachers increase their competence whether by self-training 
through the Internet or by communication with experts. The opportunities for 
development of teachers’ skills and their access to ICT resources can be increased 
by providing them with technical support and sufficient time. 
Another issue that has to be raised, according to previous studies, is the 
teachers’ confidence in using ICT to help them teach effectively. The lack of 
confidence is a problem linked to the previous two issues: the lack of access to 
resources and the lack of teacher competence. Regarding the availability of ICT 
resources, perceived ability to use ICT and having the basic skills to operate it 
may increase teachers’ satisfaction with modern technologies, which may 
motivate teachers to integrate ICT in education. However, we should not overlook 
the provision of training, enough time, and technical support. 
In general, it is difficult to classify the barriers into groups and think about the 
barriers in entirely separate categories because, as mentioned above, there are 
complex relationships among the barriers. For example, lack of technical support, 
time, and training can lead to technical problems, which can in turn lead to a lack 
of access to ICT resources and a lack of teachers’ competence. This can lead to 





Understanding the levels in this study at which these barriers prevent teachers 
from using ICT may help educators to decide how the barriers can be tackled. In 
other words, teachers should be convinced of the importance of using ICT in the 
classroom. Then, they should be provided with access to resources. After that, 
teachers need to be able to use these resources successfully. Access to ICT and the 
ability to use it cannot be possible without sufficient time, effective training, and 
technical support. 
2.5.5 Implementation of ICT 
One can see that it is much easier to remove barriers by resolving and reducing 
the reasons for the occurrence of these barriers. Educators, teachers, and school 
principals need to collaborate to overcome any of the obstacles and break down 
the above mentioned barriers to the meaningful integration of ICT into teaching 
and learning. 
According to Bingimlas (2009), there are some implications for teachers and 
schools for successful integration of ICT into education arising from this. Table 
2.1 aims to illustrate these implications.  
Schools need to provide training courses for teachers to gain experience in 
dealing with the new devices, modern technologies, and new pedagogical 
approaches. Technical support needs to be provided in schools. Additionally, 
schools must provide teachers with the necessary ICT resources including 
hardware and software. It is important for schools to cooperate with teachers by 
providing sufficient time to implement new technologies in the classroom. For 













Teachers also need to engage with this implementation. Teachers should take 
advantage of ICT resources offered at schools. They need to be prepared well 
before joining the teaching profession. Where training is absent, teachers can 
prepare themselves by enrolling in private sessions or by self-training. They 
should be open-minded towards new approaches of teaching. Where support is 
lacking, they need to find ways to be able to solve problems involving their use of 
 Barriers       For schools            For teachers 
 
Lack of access - Providing ICT resources including hardware - Taking advantage of resources offered at 
 
 
 and software Schools 
 
  - Access to ICT resources at home 
 
Resistance to change - Training in new pedagogical approaches - Being open minded towards new ways of 
 
  Teaching 
 
Lack of time - Providing sufficient time: reducing the - Acquiring skills of self-organization and 
 
 number of teacher lessons or increasing the time managements 
 
 daily lesson time  
 
 
Lack of training 
- Providing training courses in dealing 
with - Preparing themselves (pre-service) by self- 
 
 the new devices, modern technologies, and Training 
 
 new pedagogical approaches 
- Taking up opportunities for training 
offered 
 
  at schools 
 
  - Knowing how to access to resources 
 
Lack of technical - Providing continued technical support - Relying on themselves to be able to solve 
 
Support  problems in their use of ICT 
 






ICT in schools. Finally, teachers should acquire skills of self-organization which 
will help them a great deal in conducting their classes when using ICT. 
 
2.5 The Potential Benefits of ICT 
ICT can provide a considerable benefit in supporting learning. By using 
technology in their learning, the students can be active learners. They will be 
aware of what information they need, why they need it, and how they can get that 
information. Several studies argue that the use of new technologies in the 
classroom is essential for providing opportunities for students to learn to operate 
in an information age. It is evident, as Yelland (2001) argued, that traditional 
educational environments do not seem to be suitable for preparing learners to 
function or be productive in the workplaces of today's society. She claimed that 
organizations that do not incorporate the use of new technologies in institutions 
cannot seriously claim to prepare their students for life in the twenty-first century. 
This argument is supported by Grimus (2000), who pointed out that “by teaching 
ICT skills in educational institution the students are prepared to face future 
developments based on proper understanding” (p. 362).  
Similarly, Bransford et al. (2000) reported that “what is now known about 
learning provides important guidelines for uses of technology that can help 
students and teachers develop the competencies needed for the twenty-first 
century” (p. 206). 
ICT plays various roles in learning and teaching processes. According to 
Bransford et al. (2000), several studies have reviewed literature on ICT and 





achievement and teacher learning. Wong et al. (2006) point out that technology 
can play apart in supporting face-to-face teaching and learning in the classroom. 
 Many researchers and theorists assert that the use of computers can help 
students to become knowledgeable, reduce the amount of direct instruction given 
to them, and give teachers an opportunity to help those students with particular 
needs. It can help the teachers enhance their pedagogical practice and equip them 
with the knowledge and skills to use different computer technologies to access, 
analyze, interpret process and disseminate information to learners. It can also help 
the educational institutions to provide ICT capacity (resources) to ensure that all 
teachers and students have immediate access to all software that are required to 
support the curriculum and adequate support to implement its use in classroom 
teaching-learning process without any difficulties. Furthermore, it can also help to 
enhance the quality of education by increasing learner motivation and 
engagement, facilitating the acquisition of basic skills and enhancing teacher 
training and promote the shift to a learner-centered environment. 
ICT also can provide a way for dynamic and collaborative learning. By using 
internet our learning is not limited to the school hours, demographically where we 
are, and who our teachers are. We can access internet anytime and anywhere. As 
stated by Uhomoibhi in Suryani (2010) e-learning allows the students to get 
information faster from everywhere and anytime. Technology also enables us to 
cross the demography limits. Rural students can access information from urban 
areas, get information and share knowledge with other students or teachers in the 
same area or even different countries. Besides dynamic learning, ICT allows all 





coordinators, and the students to get involved in the collaborative learning and 
forming learning communities. As mentioned by Moodiel in Suryani (2010) by 
working together we can do what we cannot do individually. 
The most important learning aspect in collaborative learning that we want to 
achieve using ICT is interactivity and communication. As mentioned by 
Rodrigues in Suryani (2010) “effective learning happens when students are 
interactively engaged in a learning task.” Learning using ICT is more than 
learning through memorization. It allows the learners to experience their learning 
processes, being interactive, enjoy and have fun with technology. As stated by 
Rodrigues in Suryani (2010) by using technology to support collaborative 
learning, there will be not only human-machine interaction but also human-human 
interaction. Web-based-learning context, for instance, allows the students to 
interact with teachers or other students mediated by machine. 
ICT can lead us to meta-cognitive learning. As noted by Monteith (cited in 
Suryani, 2010) by using ICT in our learning we can learn how to learn rather than 
learn a particular skill. By this, we can realize that learning new technology and 
new knowledge is not more difficult than learning old knowledge/skills. This 
understanding is very vital since many people are afraid of learning new 
technology since they regard that learning something new (new technology) is 
more complex and difficult than the old ones. Frequently, in reality we can find 
that many new technologies are easier to learn and to operate than the old ones. 
The old wrong conception can be changed by implementing ICT in our learning.  
Paris and Winograd (cited in Phelps, Graham, & Kerr, 2004, p. 50) note that 





appraisal and self-management. Having self-appraisal, the learners can reflect and 
evaluate their own knowledge competency and development. Having self-
management, the learners can plan, select, and use learning strategies which they 
prefer to gain knowledge. 
ICT can improve children’s literacy. As mentioned by Adonis (cited in 
Suryani, 2010), the effective use of ICT can upgrade the students’ literacy and 
numeracy. Microsoft word, for instance, can motivate the children to learn writing 
skill. They can enjoy and being excited typing many new words using computer. 
It also can improve the children’s speaking and listening skills. This is because 
they may work collaboratively with their peers, teachers, and parents/adults. 
Those children need to hear what others say to them and tell what they want to 
know. The children also can develop their reading skills by reading stories 
accessed troughout internet.  
The use of ICT not only can support the cognitive development of the students, 
but also increase their motivation to learn and their interaction in learning. As 
noted by Davies and Birmingham (2002),three benefits of using storyboard 
program software, kar2ouche, to support the students’ learning on Macbeth 
character were identified. Those three kinds of benefits are cognitive, 
motivational, and interactional advantages. Cognitively, the students can retell 
what happen in the story without being told by the teachers. Motivationally, they 
enjoy and have fun with their learning process, so that learning is not painful and 







school technical support of information communication and technology (ICT) 
tools, it would be fixed as soon as possible.    
 In summary, the technical support of the school’s Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) tools was in good condition. It did not seem to 
be a barrier for teachers. Without both good technical supports in the classroom 
and whole-school resources, teachers could not be expected to overcome the 
barriers preventing them from using ICT (Lewis, 2003).  
 
4.2 What are the causes of the existence of the barriers? 
After finding out what barriers faced by teachers when using ICT, the 
researcher then tried to find out why do the barriers exist, especially in teaching 
English. Those barriers were divided into two categories as the theory in this 
study. First, barriers related to the teachers level. These barriers included lack of 
teachers’ confidence and lack of teachers’ competence.  
4.2.1 Lack of teacher confidence 
Based on the questionnaire and interview data, there was English teacher 
who faced lack of confidence as barrier in using Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT). Teacher 2 claimed that she was not confident when using ICT 
in teaching and learning process. She mentioned: 
Umi kurang percaya diri, maklum la umi ala tuo ma, ilmu umi tontang teknologi 
go ndak banyak do, jadi kadang umi kurang bisa untuk menggunkan peralatan ICT 
du. 
I am not confident, I am not young anymore. I do not have enough knowledge 
about technology. So, I got difficulty when using the ICTs. 






Teacher 2 stated that she was not confident because her knowledge or skill 
on the use ICT was still insufficient. She practically got some difficulties when 
using it. Those difficulties happened as implication of her insufficient knowledge 
in using Information and Communication Technology (ICT) for teaching in the 
classroom. Moreover, when the researcher asked the teacher to get more 
information about why she felt lack of confidence when using ICT in teaching and 
learning process, she stated: 
Apo yoo, Jadi kadang umi malu juo samo guru jo murid-murid go dek ndak bisa 
mengoperasikan ICT du. Guru lain ala pakai ICT, awak masih jarang jo 
manggunong ICT du. 
Sometimes I feel ashamed of students and other teachers because I cannot operate 
the ICT tools. Most teachers used them when teaching, I used the ICT rarely.  
(Interview with Teacher 2, 17/02/20) 
 
Teacher 2 revealed the cause of being lack of confidence when using ICT 
in teaching and learning process. She felt ashamed with other teachers and 
students who were skillful in operating Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT) in teaching and learning process.  
   In line with statement of teacher 2 above, it could be concluded that the 
reason why teachers felt lack of confidence is because they could not operate the 
ICT tools properly. Moreover, she also claimed that she felt ashamed with 
students and other teachers because she cannot operate ICT properly. 
4.2.2 Lack of teacher competence 
Based on data collected it was confirmed that lack of teacher competence 
became one of barriers for the English teachers in this study. The English teacher 





get or follow training about how to use and integrate ICT in teaching and learning 
process. She mentioned: 
hmmmm belajar suang ajo, tapi tutio suda belajar minggu suok lupo lo liok. Kalau 
training tontang penggunaan dan intergasi ICT go ado olun ado umi ikuik le.      
hmmm I learn by myself, but I always forget how to use it for the next day. Then, I 
never join training about how to integrate and use ICT yet.  
(Interview with Teacher 2, 17/02/20) 
 
Teacher 2 explained that she learned how to operate and use ICT by 
herself. However, she always forgot what she had learned when she wanted to 
apply it in the next meeting. Therefore, she did not know how to operate ICT tools 
properly in teaching and learning process. She said:   
Umi tidak bisa mengoperasikan ICT. 
I cannot operate some kinds of ICT tools. 
(Interview with Teacher 2, 17/02/20) 
 
The teacher’s lack of competence is also related to her lack of effective 
training. As she mentioned earlier that she did not join or follow any training of 
using Information and Communication Technology (ICT). This would influence 
her competence in using ICT.  An English teacher who followed training or 
seminar of using and integrating ICT in teaching and learning process would be 
different from an English teacher who did not. Theoretically, English teachers 
who have followed training or seminar of using ICT, their knowledge and skill 
would automatically be increased. 
In line with the second research question of this study, the researcher 
concluded that this barrier existed because the teachers did not have enough 
knowledge and skill on how to use and operate ICT in teaching and learning 





Second, barriers related to the school level. These barriers included lack of 
time, lack of effective training, lack of accessibility and lack of technical support. 
Incompetence seems to lead to lack of confidence. Some revealed that  “teachers 
have to be convinced of the value of Information and Communication Technology 
or ICT in teaching and learning  process because most of teachers tend to perceive 
themselves to be technologically incompetent and often feel deskilled and 
demoralized when they first begin to use computers in the classroom” (1997 cited 
by Lee 2002:5). 
4.2.3 Lack of time 
Based on questionnaire and interview data, both English teachers felt 
lacked of time in the use of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in 
teaching and learning process. They reported that they have lots activities to do 
besides teaching activities. Teacher 1 mentioned: 
kalau waktu prepare untuk ICT umi kira kurang cukup ya. Kan guru banyak 
tugasnya tu bikin RPP, ulangan, rekap nilai dan lain-lain. Jadai kadang umi merasa 
kurang waktu aja untuk mempersiapkan ICT tu. Ditambah lagi fasilitas sekolah 
belum lengkap. Guru harus bergantian menggunakan ICT tu. Kadang kita mau 
pakai tapi semua ICT sudah dipakai guru lain. 
I think I do not have enough time to prepare ICT. Teacher has a lot of things 
do such as prepare lesson plan, make quiz or test for students, students’ score 
recapitulation etc. Sometimes I feel like I do not have enough time to prepare 
ICT. Besides, facility is limited. Teachers have to share to use ICT. When we 
want to use it, it has been used by another teacher. 
(Interview with Teacher 1, 17/02/20) 
 
Teacher 1 explained that she did not have enough time to prepare 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) for teaching English. She 
stated she had a lot things to do besides teaching activity such as preparing lesson 
plan for teaching, making quiz or test for students, and assessing students’ scores. 





She also stated that lack of facility became one of the reasons why she felt lack of 
time. She mentioned when she wanted to use the ICT equipment provided by the 
school, it had been used by another teacher. Then, it was impossible to wait the 
ICT tool to be used because she had another class to be taught. Meanwhile, 
Teacher 2 said: 
hmmm kan guru banyak jo kegiatan lain yang harus dibuek diluar jam ngajau yo, 
buek perangkat pelajaran contohnyo. 
Hmmm a teacher has a lot of activities to do besides teaching activity. For 
example, making lesson plan.  
(Interview with Teacher 2, 17/02/20) 
 
Teacher 2 also explained the same reason why she felt lack of time. She 
mentioned that she had a lot thing to do besides teaching activities.  Moreover, to 
design learning materials by using technology were not simple things to be 
completed. Teachers need more time to prepare it. Besides, the school facilities 
were not adequate. Teacher 1 said: 
kalau waktu prepare untuk ICT, umi kira kurang cukup ya. Karna kadang 
dalam menggunakan ICT banyak yang perlu dipersiapkan. Misalnya, kalau umi 
mau menggunakan infocus/projector harus minjam dulu ke kantor karna 
keterbatasan fasilitas ICT nya. 
I think time for preparing ICT is not enough because we have to prepare more 
when using ICT. For example, I have to borrow the projector in the office 
because of limited facility.  
(Interview with Teacher 1, 17/02/20) 
 
In addition, teacher 2 stated: 
Yo kadang ndak ado wakotu untuok manggunokannyo do. Fasiltasnyo olun jo 
lengkap le, jadi umi ngajau condo biaso jo. 
Sometime I do not have time to use it. Besides, the facility is still limited so I 
teach as usual.  
(Interview with Teacher 2, 17/02/20) 
 
In short, the problem of lack of time in using Information Communication 
and Technology (ICT) in teaching learning process came from many aspects. 





activities and lack of facility. First, teachers have a lot of activities to be 
completed such as making lesson plan, quiz and assessing students’ score. Then, 
limited facility of school might make little use of ICT because it influenced 
teachers’ time. Teachers have to borrow school’s ICT equipment before using it.  
Some of the teachers who participated specifically mentioned that they need time 
to prepare lessons, explore and practice using the technology, deal with technical 
problems, and receive adequate training.     
4.2.4 Lack of effective training 
It became one of English teachers’ barriers in using Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) in teaching activities. The researcher tried to 
find out why it became a barrier for the English teacher in interview session.   In 
responding to the related questionnaire statement, both English teachers already 
stated that they never joined or followed training in using Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) and they also never received any training from 
the school. Lack of effective training came from the school and teachers. The 
School does not organize ICT training for teachers. Teachers also do not join or 
follow ICT training from other resources.  
After knowing that Teacher 1 and teacher 2 never joined and followed 
seminar in using Information and Communication Technology (ICT) for teaching 
English in school or other resources, the researcher then looked for information 
about why they did not join and follow ICT training. Teacher 1 mentioned: 
kalau untuk mengikuti training diluar sekolah umi rasa sulit ya. Karna sekolah kita 
fullday ni. Jadi membagi waktu mengikuti pelatihan diluar sekolah itu susah.  
It is difficult to join training from other resources, because school is full day. It is 
difficult for me to manage time joining training outside the school. 
(Interview with Teacher 1, 17/02/20) 





 Teacher 1 explained that she could not join training from other resources 
because she works in full day school and she could not manage the time to join 
training. Moreover, teacher 2 stated: 
hhmm susah, payah ngatur jadwal untuok mengikuti pelatiahan didilu sekolah du. 
sekolah awak pulang bau siap ashar. 
Hhmmm it is difficult. I cannot manage schedule to join training beside school. 
Our school ends after ashar prayer. 
(Interview with Teacher 2, 17/02/20) 
 
Teacher 1 explained the same reason as Teacher 2 did. She could not 
manage time or schedule joining training beside school activities. In addition, 
talking about school training of using Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT) for teachers,   the school revealed that seminar or training for 
teachers in the use of ICT was not conducted yet. As the headmaster said: 
tu tio du ha masih sebuik manggurus yang lain jo bau ha. yo condo yang apak 
sobuik tadi kalau kini go skolah awak dalam mambangun kelas tambahan. Jadi 
untuok sementara awak focuskan dulu untuok pembangunan. Insyallah 
secepatnya wak adokan training bagi guru-guru go. 
School is still busy to do other things. As I told you that our school is building 
additional classrooms. So, our school priority is for infrastructure. Insyaallah, 
training will be organized as soon as possible.      
(Interview with Headmaster, 24/02/20) 
 
The headmaster explained that theschool did not organize or conduct 
ICT training for teacher because its priority was for infrastructure. He also 
indicated that the school would organize training for teachers as soon as 
possible. Moreover, the teachers also revealed that they never proposed to the 
school to conduct a seminar or training in the use of ICT. Teacher 1 said: 
hmmm, mungkin belum ada kali ya 
Maybe none of teacher proposed to conduct it.  
(Interview with Teacher 1, 17/02/20) 
 
Teacher 2 stated: 
hmmm mungkin dek itu a nyo. Dek ndak ado ba usulkan ka kapalo sekolah go 





Hmmm maybe that is why school does not conduct a seminar or training for 
teacher yet. It is because none of them propose it. 
 (Interview with Teacher 2, 17/02/20) 
 
Based interview data above, both English teachers explained that they did 
not propose or request for training in using Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT) yet. It was also supported by the Biology teacher who reported 
that teachers did not request for ICT training yet.  
  In short, barrier related to lack of effective training came from theschool 
and teachers. The school did not organize a seminar or training for teachers in the 
use of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) yet. Teachers did not 
voluntarily take other sources of ICT because school did not conduct it yet. In 
addition, teachers technically also do not propose to the school to organize 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) training for them.  
4.2.5 Lack of accessibility 
Based on the result of interview, English teachers stated that their schools 
had been facilitated with Information and Communication Technology (ICT) 
tools. However, some problems in relation to the facilities of integrating ICT were 
still faced by the teachers. Insufficient number of computers and other devices to 
support the English language teaching process were still found by the teachers in 
the school. The headmaster informed that the school has limited access in both 
software and hardware. He said: 
masih terkendala di dana bau. Soalnyo sekolah masih dalam proses 
pembangunan kelas dan asrama. 
It is financial problem. Our school is still building additional classes and 
dormitory.  
(Interview with Headmaster, 24/02/20) 
 
The headmaster explained that the school’s lack of accessibility was 





classrooms and dormitory for the students. Therefore, the school completely 
could not afford to supply Information and Communication Technology (ICT) 
resources for each class or compatible resources.  Moreover, English teacher 2 
stated: 
kalau masalah itu umi kurang tau du. Dulu ala ado ba usulkan untuk 
pemasangan internet du, tapi masih olun ado sampai kini ma le, mungkin masih 
terkendala dana, nyo sekolah awak go nambah kelas kini ma. 
I do not know it. It was proposed by teachers to install internet connection but 
it would not be realized by the school. Maybe it is financial problem because 
our school is building additional classrooms.  
(Interview with Teacher 2, 17/02/20) 
 
Teacher 2 explained an example of accessibility that could not be afforded 
by the school. She stated that teachers have proposed to install internet connection 
at the school. However, the internet connection was not being installed by the 
school. She also mentioned  it has not been installed because the school was 
building additional classrooms.    
Based on interview data above, it could be concluded that barrier related to 
lack of accessibility in using Information and Communication Technology (ICT) 
in teaching process came from the school financial problem. The school was 
building additional classrooms and dormitory for their students. Thus, the school 
had the priority to allocate funds to build it.    
 
4.3 Discussion    
This section discusses the findings generated from analyses of questionnaire 
and interview data. The researcher discusses the findings from each of the 
research questions. The aim of this part is to find the interpretation of the findings 






4.3.1 Barriers faced by English teacher 
The findings of this study showed that the English teachers faced some 
barriers when integrating Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in 
teaching English. Those barriers were lack of confidence, lack of competence, 
lack of time, lack of effective training, and lack of accessibility. 
First, based on questionnaire and interview data, lack of teacher’s 
confidence was one of the barriers that English teachers faced when integrating 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in teaching activities. It was 
also related to several researchers who indicated that one barrier that prevented 
teachers from using ICT in their teaching is lack of confidence. According to 
Dawes (2001) and becta (2004), lack of confidence was a major barrier to use 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) by teachers in the classroom.  
Second, lack of competence became barrier for English teachers when 
integrating Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in teaching-
learning process. This barrier was directly related to teachers’ confidence in 
pedagogical practice. In developing countries like Indonesia, researchers have 
reported that teachers’ lack of technological competence was a main challenge to 
their acceptance and adoption of Information and Communication Technology 
(ICT) (Pelgrum, 2001; Al-Oteawi, 2002). Additionally, teachers’ lack of 
technological competence has been cited as the main challenge in Syiriah 
(Albirini, 2006) and Saudi Arabiah (Al-Alwani, 2005; Almohaissin, 2006). 
Third, lack of time, based on data collected, both English teachers were 
lacking the time because they had busy schedule. Several numbers of researchers 





time for classes as a barrier to teachers’ use of Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT) in their teaching (Al-Alwani, 2005; Becta, 2004; Beggs, 2000; 
Schoepp, 2005; Sicilia, 2005). Moreover, the most common barrier reported by all 
the teachers was the lack of time (Sicilia, 2005). They had to plan technology 
lessons, explore the different Internet sites, or look at various aspects of 
educational software. 
Fourth, lack of effective training also became one of barriers in integrating 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) for English teachers in 
teaching and learning process. The barrier most frequently referred to in the 
literature was lack of effective training (Albirini, 2006; Balanskat et al., 2006; 
Beggs, 2000; Özden, 2007; Schoepp, 2005; Sicilia, 2005; Toprakci, 2006). 
According to Pelgrum’s (2001) study, there were not enough training 
opportunities for teachers in the use of Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT) in a classroom environment. 
Finally, lack of accessibility, it also became major barrier for English 
teachers in integrating Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in this 
study. They complained how difficult it was to access Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) resources provided by the school. Barrier 
related to accessibility is found by other researchers such as, Becta (2004), Sicilia 
(2005), Empirica (2006) and Korte and Hüsing (2007).     
4.3.1 The causes of the barriers 
The causes of the barriers came from many aspects. Regarding barrier 





to use ICT in teaching and learning process because she did not have enough 
skills or knowledge on how to use or integrate some kinds of ICT tools in 
teaching. It was also related to the teacher’s lack of competence because it would 
automatically influence their confidence. Teachers who do not have enough skill 
or knowledge in using ICT, they would feel lack of confidence. Balanskat et al. 
(2006) found that limitations in teachers’ ICT knowledge makes them feel 
anxious about using ICT in the classroom and thus not confident to use it in their 
teaching. Similarly, Becta (2004) concluded that “many teachers who do not 
consider themselves to be well-skilled in using ICT feel anxious about using it in 
front of a class of children who perhaps know more than they do. Moreover, 
Beggs (2000) asserted that teachers’ “fear of failure” caused a lack of confidence. 
On the other hand, Balanskat et al. (2006) stated that limitations in teachers’ ICT 
knowledge makes them feel anxious about using ICT in the classroom and thus 
not confident to use it in their teaching.  
Then, English teacher 1 also claimed that she lacked competence in using 
ICT. Teachers who were lacking knowledge or skill in the use of ICT, they would 
make less use of ICT. They were not enthusiastic bringing some kinds of 
technology to integrate into their teaching practices. There were several causes 
that make teachers lack competence in the use of ICT. For example, she or he 
never joined ICT trainings; they did not learn how to operate the ICT tools by 
themselves. Moreover, the ages of teacher also influenced the use of ICT in 
teaching practice. They could not use it effectively because sometimes they 
practically forget and could not memorize the steps of using the ICT equipment.  





receive the pedagocal competence of using ICT like the younger teachers, 
especially in educational field. As Rony (2011, p.5) claimed that most of senior 
teachers are still unfamiliar with ICT because they usually teach without any 
technologies. 
It has been noted that lack of time became barrier for English teachers. Both 
English teachers in this study were in lack of time because they have busy 
schedule beside teaching in class. In addition, both English teachers mentioned 
that integrating ICT into teaching practice need more time than preparing the ICT 
equipment itself. They also indicated that they need more time to prepare or 
integrate ICT into their teaching. A number of researchers identified time 
limitations and the difficulty in scheduling enough computer time for classes as a 
barrier to teachers’ use of ICT in their teaching (Al-Alwani, 2005; Becta, 2004; 
Beggs, 2000; Schoepp, 2005; Sicilia, 2005).  
Then, both English teachers also claimed they lacked effective training. It 
was because they mentioned that they never joined training. And the school also 
did not organize training or seminar in the use of ICT for the teachers in teaching 
and learning yet. According to Schoepp (2005), when new technologies need to be 
integrated in the classroom, teachers have to be trained how to use or integrate 
these particular ICTs into classroom teaching.    
Lack of accessibility also became barrier for English teachers since the 
number of facility available in the school was limited. Teachers had to share or 
wait their chance to use ICT resources. In other words, teachers who want to use 
ICT tools have to book or borrow them first because of the limited number of ICT 





teaching practice. Based on the data collected, this barrier emerged because of the 
school’s financial limitation. The headmaster reported that the school was 
building additional classrooms. So, the priority of the school was to allocate 
funding to build new classrooms. In Sicilia’s study (2005), it was found that 
teachers would have no access to ICT materials because most of these were shared 
with other teachers. Similarly, Cox et al. (1990) and Osborne & Hennessy (2003) 
reported that insufficient ICT resources in school and insufficient time to review 
software prevent teachers using ICT and also influenced teachers’ motivation to 
use ICT in the classroom. 
Talking about relationship between the barriers, the findings of this study 
related to Bingimlas’ (2009) study. Some barriers such as lack of teacher 
competence and lack of accessibility seem to be closely related to others. In this 
study, teachers who lack competence would automatically lack confidence 
because they do not know how to use ICT. Moreover, teachers might have 
competence of using ICT, but they cannot use ICT due to the limited number of 
ICT resources.  
Lack of teacher competence is also related to other issues such as training, 
time, and technical support. According to the data in this study, teachers do not 
get any or join training or seminar from school. That’s why they did not know 
how to use or operate the ICT. When ICT resources are available, it could be 
accessed by teachers. However, there was no time for teachers to use or operate 
ICT into their teaching because of their busy teaching schedule. As a result, they 





ICT resources were available, but the number of ICT resources was still 
limited. It prevented teacher from using it effecetively. For example, since school 
did not have enough ICT resources for all teachers, some teachers could not use 
the school’s ICT resources because it was being used by other teachers. Facilities 
such as ICT tools or ICT equipment at school and particularly in classrooms 
environment significantly affect the use of ICT-based methods and materials by 












CONCLUSION, IMPLICATION AND RECOMMENDATION 
 
This chapter presents the conclusion based on the data analysis about 
barriers faced by English teachers in the use of ICT. Beside the conclusion, this 
chapter also provides the limitation or weaknesses of this study. The last part of 
this chapter is the recommendations for the teachers, school principal and future 
researcher who discuss about Information and Communication Technology (ICT) 
in educational context. 
 
5.1 Conclusion 
Based on findings and discussion in this study, several conclusions could 
be drawn. First, English teachers generally faced some barriers in using ICT. The 
barriers have been divided into two levels: teacher-level and school-level barriers. 
Teacher-level barriers include lack of confidence, lack of competence, and 
resistance to change and negative attitude. Meanwhile, school-level barriers 
include lack of time, lack of effective training, lack of accessibility, and lack of 
technical support. Some of them became major barriers for the teachers such as 
lack of time, lack of effective training, and lack of accessibility. It is because both 
English teachers reported that they experienced it. On the other hand, other 
barriers such as lack of confidence and lack of competence became minor barriers 





Second, the causes of the barriers came from several ways. The cause of 
lack of teacher confidence was because teachers cannot operate the ICT tools 
properly or they do not have enough knowledge and skill to operate it. The cause 
of teacher lack of competence was because teachers never receive or join training 
in the use of Information and Communication Technology (ICT). Moreover, 
teachers who considered lack of time as barrier because it came from many 
aspects such as limited facility and busy schedule. Lack of effective training came 
from school and teachers. The school in this study never organized a seminar or 
training for teachers in the use of ICT. In addition, teachers never proposed such 
seminar or training to the school. Lack of accessibility was caused by from 
financial limitation of the school. The school had the priority to allocate funds to 
build additional classrooms. Therefore, the accessibility of ICT is still limited in 
the school. 
In addition, the barriers in the use of ICT were connected among them. For 
example, teacher who lacks competence will automatically lack confidence 
because they do not know how to use ICT. Moreover, lack of teacher competence 
is also related to others issues such as training, time and technical support. 
According to the data in this study, teachers do not get any or join training or 
seminar from the school. That is why they do not know how to use or operate the 
ICT. Hence, these linking barriers suggest that teachers should be fully motivated 
and supported to engage with ICT in their teaching activities. 
5.2 Implication 
A major implication of this study is thatteachers need to be aware of the 





ICT in teaching. However, majority of the teachers prefer traditional way of 
teaching. According to the study’s findings, teachers do face barriers when using 
ICT in teaching and these barriers constrains them from using ICT in teaching. 
For the successful integration of ICT in teaching, the identified factors as 
determinants for the use of ICT in teaching must be given a serious consideration 
by ensuring the barriers are reduced or completely eliminated by increasing access 
to ICT facilities (computers, connectivity, software, rooms etc.), training teachers 
on how to use ICT in teaching, hiring ICT technical support staff,  changing 
teachers’ attitudes towards ICT use, providing preservice and inservice trainings 
and seminars on how to integrate ICT in teaching, and investing in ICT 
infrastructures and resources. 
5.3 Recommendations  
Referring to findings of this study, there are some recommendations that 
are potentially useful to improve the use of Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT) in teaching and learning process, especially in EFLT (English 
Foreign Language Teaching). The recommendation can be useful for the teacher, 
the school, and also for future researchers. First, teachers are recommended to 
learn more about ICT and apply it in their teaching in order to improve their 
knowledge and skills in teaching EFL. This is because ICT can give teachers 
many ways to create interesting teaching materials and to make teaching and 
learning easier. The effectiveness of the implementation of ICT in Islamic 





to be aware of the importance of implementation of ICT in education and in 
developing teaching and learning. 
Secondly, schools are recommended to provide and support all types of 
ICT tools and get high speed Internet connections in order to make teaching more 
efficient. It would be better to provide one projector for each classroom. In other 
words, updating and maintaining all technology tools or resources need to be 
regularly carried out by teachers, together with students and school principal. In 
order to overcome barriers faced by English teachers in the use of ICT in teaching 
and learning process, school principals and teachers need to collaborate and help 
each other to reduce ICT barriers among schools. 
Lastly, in future studies, researcher are recommended to be more focused 
on exploring management strategies and policies to address the barriers faced by 
teachers in using ICT tools in teaching and learning. If the barriers faced by 
teachers can be overcome, it is a step forward to create ICT-based resources to 
enhance our students’ learning outcome.   
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Please indicate your reaction to each of the following statements by 
circling the number that represents your level of agreement or disagreement 
with it. Make sure to respond to each statement: SD = strongly disagree, D = 
Disagree, N = Neutral, A = Agree, SA = Strongly Agree 
Items  Statements SD D N A SA 
1. I have some problems in intergrating ICT in 
teaching and learning process. 
     
2.  I know how to integrate ICT tools in teaching 
learning process.  
     
3. I feel confident when using ICT in teaching and 
learning process. 
     
4. I use a computer/laptop in teaching learning 
process. 
     
5. The School provides many forms of ICT tools.      
6. I can use all of ICT tools.      
7. I have sofwares for teaching English      
8. School provides enough resources of ICT.      
9. Teachers should have a policy in using ICT in 
teaching and learning process. 
     





11. I enjoyed when using ICT in teaching learning 
process. 
 
     
12. Statements      
13. Teachers can access all ICT resources provided 
by school. 
     
14. In my opinion, the existence of ICTs are useful 
for teaching-learning purposes. 
     
15. I believe ICT have benefits.      
16. I am going to use ICT in teaching and learning 
proces. 
     
17. I got sufficient time for teaching English per a 
week.  
     
18. I have enough time to prepare ICT for teaching 
and learning process. 
     
19. I got an ICT training from school.      
20. I need a training of how to use ICT in teaching 
learning process. 




21. I know how to access Internet and get some 
information from it. 


































INTERVIEW GUIDELINES FOR ENGLISH TEACHERS 
 
1. What do you consider to be some of barriers in using ICT in English 
language teaching? 
2. How can these barriers be addressesd? 
3. Do you know how to integrate ICTs in teaching learning process? 
4. Do you feel confident when using ICT in teaching and learning process? 
5. Do you have a laptop/computer? 
6. Do you have sofwares for teaching English? 
7. Do you use a laptop/computer in teaching and learning process? 
8. What do you think about ICT resources in this school? 
9. What are ICT resouces provided by school that can be used by teacher in 
teaching and learning process? 
10. What types of ICTs tools do you use in teaching and learning process? 
11. Does your school have an ICT policy for teacher? 
12. Do you always use ICT’s school in teaching and learning process? 
13. Do you enjoy using ICT in teaching and learning process? 
14. Do you think you can access all of ICT resources? 
15. Do you feel lack of access influences your teaching with ICT? 
16. Do you use ICT in teaching and learning process? 
17. What do you think about teaching with ICT? 
18. Do you think the existence of ICTs are useful for teaching-learning 
purpose? 
19. Do you think teaching with ICTs has benefits? 
20. Do you prefer using of ICT in teaching learning process or without using 
ICT? 
21. Are you going to use ICT in teaching and learning process? 
22. How many times do you teach English per week? 





24. How long do you need time to prepare ICT for teaching-learning? 
25. Do you have ICT training? 
26. Where did you get the ICT training? 
27. What type of training have you received from school? 
28. Have yo ever got ICT pedagogical training? 
29. Do you use internet in teaching and learning process? 
30. Does internet connection in this school work properly? 
31. What do you think about the cause of the barriers? 
 
INTERVIEW GUIDELINES FOR HEADMASTER AND BIOLOGY 
TEACHER 
1. Does this school fasilitate the teachers with ICT in teaching and learning 
process? 
2. Does this school fasilitate every class with ICT? 
3. Does this school give training for the teachers in using ICT? 
4. Do English teachers have the same hours in teaching per a week? 




























Interview Transcript with Teacher 1 
 
Date, 22nd February 2020  
Teacher 1 (Dra. Elismar) 
 
Interviewer: assalamualaikum  umi, 
Interviewee: walaikumsalam 
Interviewer:Apa kabar mi? 
Interviewee: Alhamdulillah sehat, fathan apa kabar? 
Interviewer: Alhamdulillah sehat mi. maaf ganggu waktunya mi, ini fathan mau 
bincang-bincang sama umi untuk keperluan data thesis fathan mi. 
ada waktu mi? 
Interviewee: bisa! Bisa!  
Interviewee: jadi fathan mau nanya tentang ICT di sekolah kita ini mi! 
Interviewer: jadi gini mi, penelitian tesis fathan tentang penggunaan information 
communication and technology atau ICT mi. jadi fathan mau Tanya-
tanya tentang ICT disekolah kita ini mi! 
Interviewee: iya iya! 
Interviewer:  apa saja ICT yang disediakan sekolah mi? 
Interviewee: infocus/pojektor, computer, print dan speaker ada juga. 
Interviewer: selain yang umi bilang tadi masih ada gak jenis ICT lain mi, mungkin 
kayak TV atau teknologi lainnya? 
Interviewee: hmmm setau umi, cuman itu yang ada ya! 
Interviewer: ooh, umi bisa akses atau gunakan semua ICT yang disediakan 
sekolah itu? 
Interviewee: bisa! 




Interviewee: jarang sih umi gunakan ICT. 
Interviewer: oh jarang, kenapa jarang mi? 
Interviewee: ya umi menyesuaikan sama materi aja, kalau seandainya ada materi 
yang mengharuskan menggunakan perangka tadi baru umi pakai ICT 
tu. 
Interviewer: oh gitu mi!, kalu boleh tau apa saja jenis ICT yang umi pakai waktu 
ngajar tu mi? 
Interviewee: kalau umi biasanya cuman lapto, proyektor dan speaker aj. 
Interviewer: oh, kalau jenis ICT kayak computer dan print yang umi bilang tadi? 
Interviewee: ada juga umi pakai, tapi tidak saat proses belajar mengajar. 
Interviewer: oh gitu mi, hmmmm so do you enjoy when using ICT? 
Interviewee: yes, I do 
Interviewer: menurut umi, gimana mengajar menggunakan ICT? 
Interviewee: bagus, kadang siswa lebih tertarik ketika kita menggunakan infocus 
dalam proses mengajar. Hmmmm lebih mudah aja untuk nerangin 
pelajaran. 
Interviewer: kalau menurut umi, ICT ini berguna gak dalam proses belajar 
mengajar? 
Interviewee: sangat berguna ya. Selain bisa membantu guru untuk megajar, 
siswanya juga aktif untuk berpartisipasi, apalagi dunia sekarang 
semuanya technology yang banyak bekerja kan!!  
Interviewer: jadi menurut umi apa saja yang menjadi rintangan atau hambatan 
dalam menggunakan ICT dalam proses belajar mengajar mi? 
Interviewee: memang ada beberapa halangan yang umi rasakan ketika 
menggunakan ICT, kurangnya fasilitas. 
Interviewer: contohnya kurang fasilitas mi!? 
Interviewee: Yaa contohnya, untuk pemakaian proyektor atau infokus kita masih 
harus pinjam dulu ke kantor. Belum ada disetiap kelas proyektornya. 
Kadang waktu kita mau pakai proyektor guru yang lain juga pakai. 




Interviewer: oh, memangnya proyektor ada berapa mi disekolah? 
Interviewee: hmmmm, setau umi ada 4. Untuk tingkat MTs kan ada 7 kelas ni, 
jadi kalau semua guru pakai proyektor, guru lain terpaksa harus 
menunggu dulu untuk bisa menggunakannya. 
Interviewer: jadi gimana menurut umi bagusnya masalah fasilitas sekolah kita ni 
mi? 
Interviewee: mungkin kalau fasilitas ICT tu disediakan atau dilengkapi untuk 
setiap kelas, guru akan lebih mudah untuk menggunakannnya. Tanpa 
harus minjam dulu kekantor kan. 
Interviewer: oh gitu mi, selain fasilitas yang kurang, apalagi mi yang jadi 
halangan untuk menggunakan ICT? 
Interviewee: yaa kalau yang umi rasakan itu aja sih. 
Interviewer: berarti kalau untuk waktu atau pun penggunaan ICT itu sendiri tak 
ada masalah ya mi! kan kadang guru juga butuh waktu untuk prepare 
ICTnya dulu mi. 
Interviewee: hmmmmm mungkin waktu bisa juga jadi hambatannya ya. kalau 
waktu prepare untuk ICT, umi kira kurang cukup ya. Karna kadang 
dalam menggunakan ICT banyak yang perlu dipersiapkan. Misalnya, 
kalau umi mau menggunakan infocus/projector harus minjam dulu 
ke kantor karna keterbatasan fasilitas ICT nya. Kadang kalau tak ada 
waktu disekolah  umi siapkan dirumah. 
Interviewer: dirumah mi! 
Interviewee: iya, biasanya umi mempersiapkan bacaan kayak narrative text, umi 
ngeprintnya dari rumah kalau tidak sempat disekolah. 
Interviewer: kalau untuk menggunakan atau mengintregasikan ICT dalam proses 
mangajar? 
Interviewee: insyaallah umi bisa, 




Interviewee: kalau untuk akses internet kita belum ada. 
Interviewee: umi, pakai internet gak, untuk ngajar atau cari bahan untuk ngajar? 
Interviewee: pakai, biasanya umi pakai internet untuk cari bahan tambahan ngajar. 
Interviewer: jadi gimana caranya mi? tapi disekolah kita belum ada koneksi 
internet! 
Interviewee: pakai Handphone aja, kadang umi cari text atau vedio percakapan. 
Interviewer:  ooo pakai hp ya mi, menurut umi perlu ndak internet dipasang 
disekolah mi? 
Interviewee: perlu, sekarang internetkan sudah menjadi kebutuhan. Kalau ada 
koneksi internet disekolah, mungkin bisa memepermudah guru untuk 
mencari bahan ngajar dan guru juga bisa belajar dari situ. 
Interviewer: umi punya laptop/computer? 
Interviewee: punya, 
Interviewer: kalau setiap dalam proses belajar mengajar umi pakai laptop? 
Interviewe: seperti yang umi bilang tadi, ada sih umi pakai ICT atau laptop, tapi 
jarang. Biasanya untuk mutar vedio percakapan dan listening. 
Interviewer: kalau berdasarkan perangkat ICT yang umi gunakan itu, ada masalah 
gak mi ketika umi sedang menggunakannya? Mungkin ketika umi 
menggunakan computer atau proyektornya tapi computer dan 
projyektornya itu rusak atau tidak bisa dioperasikann mi! 
Interviewee: hmmm selama ini aman-aman aja ya. Belum ada masalah lagi 
computer masih berpungsi dengan baik, proyektornyapun masih 
bekerja dengan baik. 
Interviewer: kalau dari umi sendiri lebih suka ngajar pakai ICT atau tanpa ICT 
mi? 
Interviewee: kalau umi lebih baik pakai ICT karna bisa lebih mudah untuk 
menerangkan lessonnya, hmmmm studentsnya juga lebih tertarik 
gituu! 
Interviewer: umi ngajar berapa kali dalam seminggu? 




Interviewer: menyambung pertanyaan tadi mi, kan umi bilang tadi kalau umi ada 
hambatan dalam waktu mi, apa factor atau penyebabnya tu mi?  
Interviewee: kalau waktu prepare untuk ICT umi kira kurang cukup ya. Kan guru 
banyak tugasnya tu bikin RPP, ulangan, rekap nilai dan lain-lain. 
Jadai kadang umi merasa kurang waktu aja untuk mempersiapkan 
ICT tu. Ditambah lagi fasilitas sekolah belum lengkap. Guru harus 
bergantian menggunakan ICT tu. Kadang kita mau pakai tapi semua 
ICT sudah dipakai guru lain. 
Interviewer: kira-kira umi butuh waktu berapa lama untuk prepare ICTnya mi? 
Interviewee: kalau masalah waktu mungkin harus dikondisikan dengan keadaan. 
Kalau umi ada jam kosong bisa dimanfaatkan waktu itu untuk 
mempersiapkan ICTnya, atau kalau tak sempat mempersiapkan 
disekolah mungkin bisa dipersiapkan dirumah, kayak yang umi 
bilang tadi, ngeprint textnya kadang dirumah kadang disekolah.  
Interviewer:  umi ada pengalaman mengikuti seminar tentang ICT? 
Interviewee: hmmmm tidak ada, umi belajar otodidak aj. Kadang kalau tidak bisa 
minta bantuan guru lain. 
Interviewer: kalau dari sekolah sendiri, ada gak ngadain training ICT untuk guru 
mi? 
Interviewee: hmmmm setau umi belum ada yaa!!! 
Interviewer: kenapa belum ada mi?  
Interviewee: hmmmm umi kurang tau tu, mungkin masih sibuk mengurus yang 
lain. 
Interviewer: oh gitu ya mi, memang belum ada guru yang mengusulkan lagi untuk 
buat seminar atau pelatian ICT tu mi? 
Interviewee: hmmm, mungkin belum ada kali yaa  
Interviewer: kan tadi umi bilang belum pernah mengikuti seminar baik itu dari 
sekolah maupun dari luar sekolah. Kalau untuk sekolah karna 
mungkin karna belum mengadakn training itu mi. tapi umi kan bisa 





Interviewee: kalau untuk mengikuti training diluar sekolah umi rasa sulit ya. 
Karna sekolah kita fullday ni. Jadi membagi waktu mengikuti 
pelatihan diluar sekolah itu susah.   
Interviewer: hmmm gitu mi. menurut umi gimana seharusnya sekolah dalam 
menyikapi tentang masalah training ini? 
Interviewee: menurut umi ya, sekolah sbaiknya mefasilitasi training itu bagi 
gurupguru. Karna tidak semua guru bisa mengoperasikan teknologi. 
Kalau guru sudah mendapat pelatihan tentang pelatihan itu , otomatis 
akan membantu mereka dalam penerapannya dikelas. Penggunaan 
ICT pun bisa jadi lebih efektif.    
Interviewer: jadi menurut umi apa penyebab hambatan atau halangan untuk 
menggunakan ICT dalam prose belajar mengajar? 
Interviewee: seperti yang umi bilang tadi, fasilitas sekolah kita masih terbatas.   
Interviewer: mungkin untuk fasilitas terbatas itu penyebabnya dari sekolah ya mi, 
kalau dari guru sendiri apa penyebabnya mi karna jarang pakai ICT? 
Interviewee: kalau dari gurunya, yang umi rasakan ya waktu nya terbatas, kadang 
kita tidak sempat untuk prepare itu, kalau setiap kelas sudah lengkap 
fasilitanya mungkin lebih muda bagi guru untuk menggunakan ICT 
itu. 
Interviewer: hmmmm gitu yaa. Berarti masalah fasilitas dan waktu ya mi!! 
Interviewee: ya, begitulah kira-kira  









Interview Transcript with Teacher 2 
 
Date, 26th February 2020 
Teacher 2 (Yumarlis, S.Pd.I) 
Interviewer: Assalamualaikum umi. 
Interviewee: Wlaikumsalammm. 
Interviewer: Apo kabar mi? 
Interviewee: Alhamdulillah sehat. 
Interviewer: Maaf ganggu aktivitasnyo mi. fathan bisa wawancara umi untuok 
data tesis mi? 
Interviewee: Bisa, 
Interviewer: Alhamdullillah, mokasih mi. Sekolah awak gokan alah tambah maju 
mi, jadi nak tanyo tontang bagaimano penggunaan teknologi 
informasi dan komunikasi TIK atau ICT di sekolah mi. 
Interviewer: Kalau daghi sekolah apo ajo fasilitas ICT atau TIK yang di sodiong 
mi? 
Interviewee: Kalau dari sekolah, ado projector, laptop atau computer speaker ado 
juo. 
Interviewer: hmmmm bisa ndak umi gunokan atau akses untuok ngajau sodo 
fasilitas yang ala di sodiokan  sekolah tu mi? 
Interviewee: bisa, kalau untuok makai peralatan ICT du tinggal minjam ajo guru 
le. 
Interviewer: kalau umi manggunokan ICT waktu mangajau? 
Interviewee: Jarangnyo! 
Interviewer: oh jarang yo mi, tapi kan kurikulum13 la mengharuskan guru untuok 
mangunakan TIK du mi, apo sobab a du mi?  
Interviewee: yo kadang ndak ado waktu gai untuok manggunong do, fasilitas 




Interviewer: kalau umi biasonyo perangkat apo yang umi gunokan untuok ngajau 
mi? 
Interviewee: biasonyo yang umi pakai laptop, infocus untuk pemutaran samo 
speaker ajo untuk materi percakapan atau listening. 
Interviewer: hmmm berarti ado 3 perangkat ICT yang umi pakai yo. Kalau 
berdasarkan ICT yang biaso umi pakai du, ado ndak masalah mi! 
mungkin proyektornyo ndak bisa menampilkan gambar atau suaro 
speakarnya ndak jole ? 
Interviewee: kalau salamo umi pakai perangkat ICT du aman-aman nyo. Ndak ado 
maslah bau do. hahaha 
Interviewer: Ooh gitu mi, gimano oso manggunokan ICT du nyo mi! Do you feel 
confident or enjoy when using it? 
Interviewee: hmmmm, not really! 
Interviewer: dek apo mi? 
Interviewee: Umi kurang percaya diri, maklum la umi ala tuo ma, ilmu umi 
tontang teknologi go ndak  banyak bonau do. Jadi kadang umi 
kurang bisa untuk menggunkan peralatan ICT du. 
Interviewer: kalau bulio tau go mi, ICT apo du mi yang kurang bisa dek umi 
mangoperasikan atau manggunokannyo du mi? 
Interviewee: hmmm condo infocus du haa, kadang umi binguong 
manggunokannyo, kadang buram gai gambar du kadang ndak omuo 
tasambuong jo lapto do. Umi ndak ngaroti condo apo malelong do 
hahaha. 
Interviewer: hmmmm gitu yo mi, selain itu apo gak le mi panyobab umi kurang 




 Interviewee: apo yoo, Jadi kadang umi malu juo samo guru jo murid-murid go 
dek ndak bisa mengoperasikan ICT du. Guru lain ala pakai ICT, 
awak masih jarang jo manggunong ICT du. 
Interviewer: umi punyo computer atau lapto pribadi untuk ngajau? 
Interviewee: Alhamdillilah umi ado laptop. La wajib guru kini pakai laptop 
untuok mabuek sagalo mocam perangkat ngajau, RPP, penilaian 
murid go la pakai komputer jo kini ma. 
Interviewer: kalau koneksi internet ado ndak disekolah mi? 
Interviewee: hmmmmmm kalau untuok internet setau umi ndak ado do. 
Interviewer: oh olun ado le mi, dek apo olun bapasang koneksi internet atau wifi 
le mi? 
Interviewee: kalau masalah itu umi kurang tau du. Dulu ala ado ba usulkan untuk 
pemasangan internet du, tapi masih olun ado sampai kini ma le, 
mungkin masih terkendala dana, nyo sekolah awak go nambah kelas 
kini ma. 
Interviewer: ohh gitu yo mi, kalau umi pakai internet ndak untuk caghi bahan 
ngajau atau waktu umi ngajau? 
Interviewee: hmmm ndak lo do, kalau umi pakai kaset ajo nyo. Kan banyak kaset 
tentang percakapan dalam bahasa inggris du, jadi umi tinggal pakai 
laptop samo infocus atau speakar ajo le untuok materinyo.   
Interviewer:  ooo berarti ndak pakai internet do yo mi, kalau umi memerlukan 
internet du ndak mi untuok dipasang disekolah go mi?  
Interviewee: prolu la, kalau internet ado, disekolah mungkin sonang untuok guru 
cai bahan tambahan untuok ngajau kan.  
Interviewer: hmmmm gimano manurut umi ngajau pakai ICT go mi? 
Interviewee: yaa baik, bisa mambantu guru untuok manjelaskan pelajaran, 
hmmmm siswapun basemangeknyo dalam belajar e, kalau pakai 
proyektor, lebih menarik gitu. 





Interviewee: ancak la pakai ICT le, lebio menarik kan. Apalagi dunio kini go 
serba technology jo kan. jadi harus banyak menggunokan technology 
supayo anak-anak go ndak gaptek. 
Interviewer: Menurut umi apo ajo yang jadi hambatan atau halangan dalam 
menggunokan ICT dalam proses belajar mengjar mi? 
Interviewee: Oo ICT, kalau manuwik umi fasilitas sekolah olun mencukupi le, 
masih terbatas, jadi kadang guru harus manunggu dulu untuok dapek 
mangunokannyo dek perlengkapan masih terbatas tadi.  
Interviewer: fasilitas kuang du apo apo ajo a du mi? 
Interviewee: yo condo infocus olun sasuai samo jumlah kelas le, jadi untuok 
mangunakannyo harus gentian jo guru lain yang manggunokan 
infocus du. 
Interviewer: kalau komputer mi atau speaker yang umi sobuik tadi gimano? 
Interviewee: yo masih kuang jo, mungkin untuok panggunaan speaker go ndak 
kan sabanyak yang manggunakan infocus do yo, tapi tu lah masih 
olun sasuai samo jumlah kelas perangkat ICT du le. 
Interviewer: jadi gimano menurut umi seharusnya sekolah manyodiokan fasilitas 
ICT du mi? 
Interviewee: hmmmm kalau menurut umi yo mungkin kalau sekolah menyediakan 
fasilitas yang cukuik la mungkin guru bisa lobio mudah untuok 
mengakses ataupun manggunokannyo. Walaupun umi masih banyak 
harus belajar masalah penggunaannyo kan. tapi kalau fasilitas la 
cukuik du guru-guru bisa banyak praktek untuok manngunokannyo. 
haahaha    
Interviewer: selain fasilitas du apo gak le mi yang jadi hambatan atau rintangan 
umi untuok manggunakan ICT? 
Interviewee: hmmmm apo le yo, hmmm condo yang umi sobuik tadi tio, mungkin 
untuok penggunaannyo umi masih banyak harus belajar le. harus 
banyak belajarlah untuok mengoperasikan ICT du. 
Interviewer: memang salamo ko olun ado belajar le mi, caro untuok 





Interviewee: hmmmm belajar suang ajo, tapi tutio suda belajar minggu suok lupo 
lo liok. Kalau training tontang penggunaan dan intergasi ICT go ado 
olun ado umi ikuik le.   
Interviewer: kalau seandainyo umi ndak ngaroti manggunokannyo gimano tu mi? 
Interviewee: kadang tanyo samo guru lain, kadang mintak tolong jo samo murid 
du, murid go lobio pandai lo pado awak dalam hal iko go le hahaha. 
Interviewer: hmmm umi ngajau bapo kali dalam seminggu? 
Interviewee: kalau dalam saminggu umi ado 3 kelas. 
Interviewer: di kelas apo ajo du mi? 
Interviewee: di kelas IIa, IIb, dan IIIc. 
Interviewer: lumayan padek yo mi!. cukuik ndak du mi, wakotu untuok 
mapersiapkan ICT nyo, kalau seandainyo umi nak pakai ICT untuok 
ngajau? 
Interviewee: hmmm kalau manuwik umi kuang yo, kan banyak jo yang harus 
disiapkan untuok manggunokan ICT du. 
Interviewer: apo penyebab umi merasa kurang waktu untuok manggunokan ICT? 
Interviewee: hmmm kan guru banyak jo kegiatan lain yang harus dibuek diluar 
jam ngajau yo, buek perangkat pelajaran contohnyo.  
Interviewer: jadi bpo lamo kio-kio wakotu bagi umi untuok prepare ICT go? 
Interviewee:  Manurut umi yo kalau untuok wakotu prepare ict go bisa 
disesuaikan jo keadaan yo. Maksud umi kalau umi nak makai ICT 
mungkin bisa dipersiapkan sabolun ngajau kalau ndak ado jadwal 
lain.  
Interviewer: umi ado ndak mengikuti seminar tontang penggunaan ICT go mi? 
Interviewee: hmmmm ndak lo ado yo. 
Interviewer: jadi gimano umi bisa mengoperasikan ICT dalam waktu belajar du 
mi? 
Interviewee:  condo yang umi sobuk tadi, yo kadang kalau ndak ngaroti tanyo kek 




Interviewer: hmmmm, kalau sekolah ado ndak mi mangadokan pelatihan ICT 
untuok guru? 
Interviewee: setau umi, olun ado le yo pelatihan kusus ICT go. 
Interviewer: apo olun ado le mi? ndak ado yang mangusulkan dari guru-guru go 
mi? 
Interviewee: hmmm mungkin dek itu a nyo. Dek ndak ado ba usulkan ka kapalo 
sekolah go jadi ndak lo ado pelatihan untuok pengunaan ICT go do. 
Interviewer: kan sekolah olun ado mambuek training du le mi, kalau untuok 
mengikuti pelatihan du di luar skolah gimna a mi? kan bisa tu ikuik 
condo kursus computer 
Interviewee: hhhhmmmmm susah, payah ngatur waktu untuok mengikuti 
pelatiahan didilu sekolah du. sekolah awak pulang bau siap ashar. 
Interviewer: jadi, menurut umi condo apo seharusnyo mengatasi masalah training 
go? 
Interviewee: kalau pandapek umi, sekolah seharusnyo mangadakan pelatihan du 
bagi guru-guru supayo pengaggunaan dan integrasi teknologi dalam 
pembelajan gp efektif. Condo yang umi sobuik tadi kan, kalau 
untuok mangikuti pelatihan diluar sekolah go paya karna sekolah 
awak go fullday.   
Interviewer: hmmmmm, oh gitu yo mi. mungkin itu ajo dulu mi yang fathan 
tanyo! Mokasi wakotunyo mi! 











Interview Transcript with Headmaster 
 
Date 02nd March 2020 
Headmaster (Mazni, S.Pd.I) 
 
Interviewer: Assalamualaikum warohmatullah ustad.   
Headmaster: Waalaikumsalam warohmatullahiwabarokatu. 
Interviewer:  Maaf, ganggu aktivitasnyo ustad, nak tanyo-tanyo ketek ha tontang 
sekolah awak go ustad! 
Headmaster: Ha! apo du? 
Interviewer: Tontang teknologi informasi dan komunikasi di sekolah awak go 
ustad, 
Headmaster: Yo, bulio bulio! 
Interviewer: Apo ajo fasilitas atau perangkat ICT atau teknologi informasi dan 
komunikasi TIK yang di sodiokan sekolah untuk guru ustad? 
Headmaster: Kalau untuok fasilitas ICT ado computer, projector, speaker active 
awak ado jo. 
Interviewer: oh berarti ado computer, projector, dan speaker yo ustad, kalau 
untuok jumlah fasilitas yang tigo tu bapo yang ado disekolah awak 
go ustad? 
Headmaster: hmmm kalau untuok computer wak ado 25 di labor, untuok gurupun 
ado basodiong 10 komputer lo, kalau projector ado 4.  
Interviewer: kalau speaker du ado bapo ustad? 
Headmaster: speaker wak ado 3, untuok pakai dikelas ado 2 sepaker yang ketek, 
yang socieklai speaker godang untuok upacara dan muhadoroh. 
Interviewer: hmmm dari sodo perangkat ICT yang stad sobuk tadi, ado ndak 




Headmaster: alhamduliilah, kalau untuok sodo perangkat ICT awak masih aman 
bau sodo, olun ado yang usak le. kalaupun ado yang usak pasti 
langsuong diperbaiki. 
Interviewer: Kalau untuok dalam kelasnyo, ado ndak pak fasilitas TIK atau ICT 
yang di sediakan sekolah ustad? 
Headmaster: Kalau untuok kelas olun ado le, biasonyo perlengkapan ICT atau 
TIK du basimpan di dalam kantor ajo, jadi kalau guru nak 
manggunkan ICT du, tinggal minjam ajo le. 
Interviewer: Oh, berarti untuk kelas olun ado le yo ustad! 
Headmaster: Iyo, condo tu la keadaan sekolah awak kinidu, kalau nak buek tiok 
kelas, ICT wak masih olun lengkap le.  
Interviewer: kalau bilio tau dek apo olun balengkapi perlengkapan ICT nyo le 
ustad? 
Interviewee: masih terkendala di dana bau. Soalnyo sekolah masih dalam proses 
pembangunan kelas dan asrama.  
Interviewer: Kalau koneksi internet ado ndak disekolah awak go ustad? 
Headmaster: Kalau internet sekolah awak olun jo ado le.  
Interviewer: apo olun ado le gak ustad? 
Headmaster: condo yang apak sobuik tapi tio, yo masih terkendala di dana bau, 
masih banyak fasilitas sekolah yang harus dibenahi le. 
Interviewer: oh gitu yo ustad! Jadi kalau untuok pendaftaran online atau registrasi 
yang harus online condo apo du ustad? 
Headmaster: Biasonyo yang manggunakan internet go TU, jadi pakai hotspot 
ajonyo. 
Interviewer: Oh, hotspot ustad. Hmmmmm ado ndak sekolah awak go 
mangadokan training atau pelatihan kusus untuok guru masalah 
penggunaan ICT go ustad? 
Headmaster: Hmmmmm, olun ado le yo. 
Interviewer: apo olun ba adokan seminar atau pelatihan du le ustad? Kan ka prolu 





Headmaster: tu tio du ha masih sebuik manggurus yang lain jo bau ha. yo condo 
yang apak sobuik tadi kalau kini go skolah awak dalam mambangun 
kelas tambahan. Jadi untuok sementara awak focuskan dulu untuok 
pembangunan. Insyallah secepatnya wak adokan training bagi guru-
guru go. 
Interviewer: hmmmm, kalau untuok kompetensi atau kemampuan guru dalam 
manggunokan perangkat ICT yang la disediakan sekolahtu gimano 
ustad? 
Headmaster: kemampuan guru-guru disekolah go untuok penggunaan TIK go 
lumayan bagus. Soalnya guru-guru kini la abi punyo laptop masiong-
masiong ma, jadi kalau disekolah tingggal manggunokan perangkat 
TIK du ajo le. ditambah untuok penilaian murid-murid go kini ala 
manggunokan komputer jo sodo ma. Mungkin masih ado sebagian 
guru awak go yang prolu dibimbiong untuok manggunokan peralatan 
TIK du. Memang seharusnyo dibuek bimbingan kusus untuok guru-
guru yang masih olun mampunyai pengalaman dalam 
mengoperasikan TIK du. 
Interviewee: berarti la ado perencanaan untuok mambuek training atau pelatihan 
ICT du ustad? 
Headmaster: ala ado la, cumon masih olun tarealisasikan le.  
Interviewer: kalau pembagian waktu ngajar untuok guru bahasa inggris gimano 
ustad? Kusus untuok tingkat MTs go kan 6 kelas dari kelas 1sampai 
kelas 3 nyo ustad! 
Headmaster: guru bahasa inggris untuok tingkat MTs awak gokan ado 2, jadi 3 
kelas untuok suang guru. 
Interviewer: hmmmm, berarti pas 3 kelas yo ustad, mungkin itu ajo dulu ustad, 
makasih waktunyo yo ustad! 







Interview Transcript with Biology Teacher  
 
Date 29th February 2020 
Biology Teacher (Romi Apriani, S.Pd.I) 
 
Interviewer : Assalamualaikum warohmatullah umi.    
Teacher : Waalaikumsalam warohmatullahiwabarokatu. 
Interviewer  :  Maaf, ganggu aktivitasnyo yo mi, jadi fathan nak interview umi  
      sabontau untuok keperluan thesis fathan mi, bisa mi!  
Teacher : bisa, 
Interviewer  : ko fathan nak tanyo-tanyo tontang teknologi informasi dan   
komunikasi atau TIK disekolah go mi. 
Teacher : Yo, bulio bulio! 
Interviewer : Apo ajo fasilitas TIK yang di sodiokan sekolah untuk guru mi? 
Teacher : komputer, projector, print dan speakar. 
Interviewer : hmmmm, kalau untuok jumlahnyo perangkat ICT nyo mi bapo 
gak mi? 
Teacher  : kalau untuok jumlah umi kurang tau yo, mungkin bisa langsuong 
konfirmasi atau tanyo kek ustad mazni. 
Interviewer  : Kalau untuok fasilitas dalam kelasnyo mi, apo ajo fasilitas TIK 
yang di sediakan sekolah mi? 
Teacher  : Kalau untuok kelas ndak ado bau do. 
Interviewer  : apo olun ado le mi? 
Teacher  : kalau di buek tiap kelas olun cukuik perlengkapan nyo le, masih 




Interviewer  : oh gitu yo mi, hmmmm jadi condo apo system untuok 
manggunokan teknologi informasi dan komunikasi disekolah awak 
go mi? 
Teacher  : perlengkapan TIK basimpan di dalam kantor ajo, jadi kalau guru 
nak manggunokan TIK du, tinggal minjam ajo le. 
Interviewer : Oh, berarti untuk kelas olun ado le yo mi! 
Teacher  : iyo masih olun ado le. 
Interviewer : Kalau koneksi internet ado ndak disekolah awak go mi? 
Teacher  : hmmmm setau umi internet disekolah go olun ado le yo. 
Biasonyo umi kalau prolu internet manggunokan hp ajo nyo.  
Interviewer  : ooo, pakai hotspot yo mi, apo olun ba buek jaringan internet 
disekolahgo a le mi? 
Teacher : umi kurang tau juo kalau masalah itu du, mungkin masih kurang 
dana nyo kan! 
Interviewer  : ado ndak sekolah mangadokan training untuok manggunokan TIK 
go  untuok guru-guru mi? 
Teacher  : Hmmmmm, setau umi olun ado le yo. Setau umi yang ado 
pelatihan   potang maslah k13 go nyo yo, 
Interviewer : hmmmm gitu yo mi, mungkin itu ajo dulu mi, makasih waktunyo 
yo mi! 
































Participants  Excerpts from transcription  
 
Themes 
Teacher 1  Umi merasa percaya diri aja, soalnya untuk 
penggunaan ICT yang ada di sekolah 

















Lack of confidence 
Teacher 2  Umi kurang percaya diri, maklum la umi ala 
tuo ma, ilmu umi tontang teknologi go ndak 
banyak do, jadi kadang umi kurang bisa 
untuk menggunkan peralatan ICT du. 
 Apo yoo, Jadi kadang umi malu juo samo 
guru jo murid-murid go dek ndak bisa 
mengoperasikan ICT du. Guru lain ala 
pakai ICT, awak masih jarang jo 
manggunong ICT du. 
 Condo yang umi sobuik tadi, yo kalau ndak 
ngaroti tanyo kek guru lain atau mintak 
tolong kek murid. 
 













Teacher 2  Umi tidak bisa mengoperasikan ICT. 
 hmmm condo infocus du ha, kadang umi 




gai gambar du kadang ndak omuo 
tasambuong jo laptop do. Umi ndak ngaroti 
condo apo malelong do hahaha. 
 hmmmm belajar suang ajo, tapi tutio suda 
belajar minggu suok lupo lo liok. Kalau 
training tontang penggunaan dan intergasi 




Lack of competence 
Teacher 1   Bagus, siswa lebih tertarik ketika guru 
menggunakan ICT. Hmmmm lebih mudah 
aja untuk nerangin pelajaran.   
 Kalau menurut umi lebih baik 
menggunakan ICT karna lebih mudah untuk 
menerangkan lessonnya, hmmmm 















Teacher 2  Ya baik, bisa mambantu guru untuok 
manerangkan pelajaran, hmmm siswapun 
lebih basamangeknyo dalam belajar e, 
kalau pakai proyektor lebih menraik gitu,! 
 Ancak la pakai ICT le, lobio manarik kan. 
apalagi dunio kini go serba technology jo 




tenologi go supayo anak-anak go nda 
gaptek. 
 
Teacher 1   kalau waktu prepare untuk ICT, umi kira 
kurang cukup ya. Karna kadang dalam 
menggunakan ICT banyak yang perlu 
dipersiapkan. Misalnya, kalau umi mau 
menggunakan infocus/projector harus 
minjam dulu ke kantor karna 
keterbatasan fasilitas ICT nya. 
 Kalau masalah waktu mungkin harus 
dikondisikan dengan keadaaan. Kalau 
umi ada jam kosong, hmm bisa di 
manfaatkan untuk mempersiapkan 
ICTnya, atau kalau tak sempat 
mempersiapkan disekolah mungkin bisa 
dipersiapkan dirumah,   
 kalau waktu prepare untuk ICT umi kira 
kurang cukup ya. Kan guru banyak 
tugasnya tu bikin RPP, ulangan, rekap nilai 
dan lain-lain. Jadai kadang umi merasa 
kurang waktu aja untuk mempersiapkan 




























belum lengkap. Guru harus bergantian 
menggunakan ICT tu. Kadang kita mau 
pakai tapi semua ICT sudah dipakai guru 
lain. 
 
Teacher 2  Yo kadang ndak ado wakotu untuok 
manggunokannyo do. Fasiltasnyo olun jo 
lengkap le, jadi umi ngajau condo biaso 
jo. 
 Manurut umi yo kalau untuok wakotu 
prepare ict go bisa disesuaikan jo 
keadaan yo. Maksud umi kalau umi nak 
makai ICT mungkin bisa dipersiapkan 
sabolun ngajau kalau ndak ado jadwal 
lain.  
 hmmm kan guru banyak jo kegiatan lain 
yang harus dibuek diluar jam ngajau yo, 
buek perangkat pelajaran contohnyo. 
 
Teacher 1   Hmmmm tidak ada, umi belajar otodidak 
aja. Kalau tidak tahu minta bantuan guru 
lain. 



























Lack of effective 
training 
Teacher 2   Ndak ado do yo! 
 Setau umi, olun ado pelatihan kusus ICT 
go le. 
 hmmm mungkin dek itu a nyo. Dek ndak 
ado ba usulkan ka kapalo sekolah go jadi 
ndak lo ado pelatihan untuok pengunaan 
ICT go do. 
 
Headmaster   Hmmmm olun ado le yo! 
 tu tio du ha masih sebuik manggurus 
yang lain jo bau ha. 
 
Biology teacher   Belum ada! 
 
Teacher 1   Memang ada beberapa halanganyang umi 
rasakan ketika menggunakan ICT, 
kurangnya fasilitas 
 Ya contohnya, untuk pemakaian proyekto 
atau infocus kita harus pinjam dulu ke 
kantor. Belum ada disetiap kelas 
proyektornya. Kadang waktu kita mau pakai 
proyekto guru lain juga pakai. Jadi kadang 






















 Hmmmm, setau umi ada 4 infocus, untuk 
tingkat MTs kana da 7 kelas ni, jadi kalau 
semua guru pakai proyektor, guru lain 
terpaksa harus nunggu dulu untuk bisa 
menggunakannya. 
 Bisa, kalau untuk penggunaan ICT guru-
guru bisa pinjam dikantor walapun 
perankat ICT nya masih terbatas. 
 mungkin kalau fasilitas ICT tu disediakan 
atau dilengkapi untuk setiap kelas, guru 
akan lebih mudah untuk menggunakannnya. 








Teacher 2   Ooo ICT, kalau manuwik umi fasilitas 
sekolah belum mencukupoi le, 
 
 Yo condo infocus olun sasuai samo jumlah 
kelas le, jadi untuok manggunokannyo 
harus gantian jo guru lain yang 
manggunokan infocus du. 
 Yo masih kurang jo, mungkin untuok 
penggunaan speaker go ndak kan sabanyak 
yang manggunokan infocus do yo. Tapi tu 




perangkat ICT du le. 
 
 Bisa, kalau untuok makai peralatan ICT du 
tinggal pinjam ajo guru le. 
 hmmmm kalau menurut umi yo mungkin 
kalau sekolah menyediakan fasilitas yang 
cukuik la mungkin guru bisa lobio mudah 
untuok mengakses ataupun 
manggunokannyo. Walaupun umi masih 
banyak harus belajar masalah 
penggunaannyo kan. tapi kalau fasilitas la 
cukuik du guru-guru bisa banyak praktek 
untuok manngunokannyo. haahaha    
 kalau masalah itu umi kurang tau du. Dulu 
ala ado ba usulkan untuk pemasangan 
internet du, tapi masih olun ado sampai kini 
ma le, mungkin masih terkendala dana, nyo 
sekolah awak go nambah kelas kini ma. 
 
Headmaster  Iyo, condo tu la keadaan sekolah awak kini 
du, kalau nak buek tiok kelas, ICT wak olun 
lengkap le. 




fasilitas sekolah yang harus dibenahi le. 
 Hmmm kalau untuok computer wak ado 25 
di labor, untuok guru pun ado basodiong 10 
komputer, kalau projektor ado 4. 
 Speaker wak ado 3, untuok dipakai dikelas 
ado 2 speaker yang ketek, yang socieklai 
speaker yang godang untuokupaca dan 
muhadoroh. 
 Kalau untuok kelas olun ado le, 
perlengkapan ICT kita semua dikantor. jadi 
kalau guru nak manggunakan ICT du, 
tinggal minjam ajo le. 
 masih terkendala di dana bau. Soalnyo 
sekolah masih dalam proses pembangunan 
kelas dan asrama. 
 
Biology teacher   kalau buek tiap kelas olun cukuik 
perlengkapannyo le, masih banyak yang 
kuang le. 
 Perlengkapan ICT basimpat dikantor ajo, 
jadi kalau guru nak manggunokan ICT du 
tinggal minjam ajo le. 
 





 perlu, sekarang internetkan sudah menjadi 
kebutuhan. Kalau ada koneksi internet 
disekolah, mungkin bisa memepermudah 
guru untuk mencari bahan ngajar dan guru 
juga bisa belajar dari situ. 
 Hmmm selama ini aman-aman aja ya. 
Belum ada masalah lagi. Komputernya 
masih berpungsi dengan baik, 























Lack of technical 
support 
Teacher 2  Hhmmm kalau untuok koneksi internet setau 
umi ndak ado do. 
 prolu la, kalau internet ado, disekolah 
mungkin sonang untuok guru cai bahan 
tambahan untuok ngajau kan.  
 Kalau salamo umi makai perangkat ICT du 
aman-aman ajo nyo, ndak ado maslah do. 
 
Headmaster  Kalau internet olun jo ado disakolah awak 
le. 
 Alhamadulillah, kalau untuok peralatan 
ICT awak du masih aman bau sodo, olun 

















Biology teacher  Hmmmm setau umi, internet disekolah go 
olun ado le yo. Biasonyo umi kalau prolu 
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